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Abstract  
The study of disease employs many inputs including physiochemical changes in 
biomarker expression, receptor targets, xenobiologic response including 
immunologic recognition, change in pharmacokinetic parameters and inter-species 
differences, to name but a few.  These inputs contribute to a “whole is greater than 
the sum of its parts” (i.e. holistic) Big Data (BD) and pharmacometric approaches 
to answering emergent phenomena.  The uses of imaging as tools of discovery that 
can help explain emergent phenomena is one of the goals of this chapter and we 
will aim to seat these technologies as vital for robust Quantitative Systems 
Pharmacology (QSP).   
 
One approach to the assessment of pathology is utilization of imaging platforms to 
provide datasets (“images”) that can report facets of a complex array of activities.   
“What” to collect to inform on the behavior of a disease requires some prior 
information and thus imaging will not, in general, be a de novo or first-pass 
approach. However, we can imagine a future where multi-modal imaging suffices 
for all assessments of disease. 

 The systems nuance of QSP implies that systems are, by definition, assemblies of 
parts together with their interactions.  The discipline of understanding a system 
requires dissecting a collection of integrated biologic processes. One begins 
through a rationally constituted data set that will be useful for developing a model. 
Then we apply translations (computational approaches) of the model to assess 
opportunities for clinical intervention by identifying potential system risks and 
consequences from interventions. These risks may include, in part, surgery, drugs, 
biologics, physiotherapy, psychotherapy, nutraceuticals and lifestyle changes.  
 
Although translational algorithms are available in the guise of Physiologically 
Based Pharmacokinetic and Pharmacodynamic (PBPK/PD) modeling, they are 
fraught with significant differences across disease states and species including 
tissue and organ blood flow, organ size, physiological function, receptor DR
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homology and structural uniqueness (“lock and key” receptor specificity) as well 
as varied and unique immunologic response. This manifests in inter-species 
difference that include presence or absence of targets, saturation of targets, 
affinities for targets, heterogeneity of metabolism and biological protein signaling. 
A primary goal of imaging is to provide ways to view key biomarker, metabolite 
or anatomical distinctions that inform and scale translational time–activity 
responses to best reflect the natural history (NHx) of a disease.   
 
Animal models used for human disease drug or biologic development must be 
evaluated to identify the correlations with human physiology.  Imaging provides 
ways to rapidly, and often noninvasively, evaluate time-and dose dependent 
processes in animal models and affords ways to ascertain statistically meaningful 
mechanisms that establish clinical translation of interventions. The selection of an 
imaging platform to assist in QSP is itself a decision process and this chapter is 
written to give the Reader the basis for selection of appropriate platforms.  
 
 

1. Introduction 
Sorger, et al. (2011), in a milestone NIH White Paper, espoused the following 
message: “although the rate of progress in basic biomedical research is high, it 
remains difficult to translate preclinical discoveries into meaningful medical 
progress.”  The NIH consortium White Paper authors espoused a revolutionizing 
concept of “QSP”, or “Quantitative Systems Pharmacology”, as a novel new 
invigoration of classic pharmacology. What they were advocating is the merging 
of systems biology, i.e. computational biology, systems physiology and biological 
engineering, with classical pharmacology and physiology, as a unique new 
discipline.  With the advent of high-throughput measurement technologies and 
advanced computational systems, large-scale systems biology experiments are 
now routinely performed.  
 
With the advent of high-throughput measurement technologies, large-scale 
systems biology experiments are now routinely performed. One of the first steps 
one might engage to foster greater understanding biology at a system-level 
response, might be to determine the genes, and their operators, that are 
differentially expressed under specific biologic conditions (Kerr et al., 2000; 
Dudoit. et al., 2002; Kendziorski et al., 2003). In the world of gene expression this 
might be performed over static microarray measurements.  The first inkling of a 
gene change, however, might be revealed in a time-series measurement obtained 
in a clinical imaging scenario where a reporter probe could reveal a transcriptomic DR
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state of a targeted “system” and represent that “system” as mathematical 
transforms.  
 
 QSP, as this book intends to describe, encompasses the development pyramid 
from molecular dynamics through systems biology, PB/PK/PD, pharmacometrics 
(PMx) to epidemiology in an integrated framework.  Imaging technologies, to be 
clear, have a role to play in describing the end results of gene expression that 
result in a unified and integrated functionality, but clinical imaging is most often a 
macro-view, at best. However, the field of imaging also encompasses technologies 
that can reveal micro details as well and when combined with modeling we can 
integrate imaging information with other important correlative information.  
Imaging such as 2-photon spectroscopy, MALDI-TOFS, conformal microscopy 
with fluorophore dyes, as examples, can be used to inform detailed biologic 
processes for model-building.  Imaging technologies have device/physics-
dependent limits in resolution, signal acquisition, data packaging and limits in 
application of statistical actions on processed images (see Appendices _.1 for 
probes and platforms and Appendix _.2 for platform limitations). This chapter will 
attempt to describe platforms their applications and limitations, and cover many, 
but not an exhausted list, of imaging platforms.  The goal is to inform the Reader 
on the nature of the physical limits of imaging platforms. Knowing these limits 
will help the Reader employ their platform correctly and foster reproducible and 
useful data that is desirable and minimizes error propagations in QSP. 
 
In 2009, Bernard Munos provided a startling introspective review on “Lessons 
learned from 60 years of pharmaceutical innovation” in Nature Reviews (Munos, 
2009).  The “startle” was the notion that the R&D business model, which has 
powered the success of the pharmaceutical industry, is “showing signs of fatigue”. 
The industry, as a whole, has been ebbing in innovation due focuses on niche low 
volume markets, in-the-moment stock valuation, and regulatory approval rather 
than “good science.”   Small, single-disease-focused, companies are simply 
providing niche competition which dilutes investment dollars, and, coupled with 
the emphasis to reach back for financial stability by investing into generics, sales 
growth is flattening.  While these factors often foretell the demise or dissolution of 
an industry, Munoz poses a different story for pharmaceutics.  Someone, he states, 
“always finds a way to redesign the business model, but that someone, ominously, 
has seldom been an incumbent”.   Incumbents (current pharmaceutical driver 
companies) generally work with old R&D models.  Using “old market models,” 
incumbents are seeing fewer “blockbuster” opportunities and are focusing on 
boutique social niches (risk of cardiovascular disease [i.e., PE/DVT warfarin 
competitors], nail fungus, psoriasis, sexual enhancement, cosmetic Rx [e.g. DR
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Botulium toxin], and others). The crisis in pharmaceutical innovation in the 
current operational model is promulgated by the small dollar return seen from 
niche market diseases.  High volume drugs thus are drivers for higher prices to 
maintain profit but still we see fewer dollars invested in costly innovation.   
 
The lure of crisis medicine, i.e. vaccines for flu, agents to combat drug resistant 
microbes, chemical and radiologic injury (threats from terrorism and state 
weapons; CBRN [chemical biologic radiologic and nuclear]) drivers are primarily 
government-funded ventures due to the low probability of an “event.”   
Government funding is harder to come by, infectious disease antimicrobials and 
antivirals have inherent success risks and are mostly niche markets. Pandemic flu 
and universal flu vaccines are emergency markets with likely low return on very 
large manufacturing investment requiring government funding through niche 
public health needs.  Seeing fewer new chemical entities (NCEs) and a prevail of 
exponential rates in NCE cost in manufacture, especially in biologics and devices, 
has been a major negative pressure on investments in pharmaceutic industry 
recovery.  Investors in pharmaceutical businesses, however, will support new 
approaches that will drive innovation and invigorate the R&D model; QSP is one 
of those driving concepts.   
 
 Big Data (BD; data structures, machine learning, deep learning, artificial 
intelligence [AI], modeling, etc) approaches are a vital part of QSP.  BD has 
practical use in the pharmaceutical industry, as described by Huang (2015), in 
facilitating the use the four “V’s”:  volume of data collection, variety of data types 
and mining technologies, velocity of data generation/reduction/updating and 
statistical inferences, and value generated from novel integrative methods 
analytical and statistical/computational methods using large data assimilation 
technologies.  This chapter will focus on the four “V’s” in the applications of 
imaging platforms to exploit, in a Big Data process, the data and medical imaging 
information which translates into pharmacokinetic/ pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) 
outcomes and decision processes.  
 
How can medical imaging help facilitate a new era in QSP?  It is a straightforward 
answer in that medical imaging is most often a holistic, total body viewing of an 
integrated system where the stability and recovery of the system relies on cross-
talk (i.e. receptor-mediated actions), communication (i.e., neural networks), 
sequences and cascades of events (i.e. coagulopathies), engineering of gated 
changes (i.e. Na and Ca channels), and repair (DNA excision/repair; wound 
healing).  When we call the complex array of processes “QSP” we are describing DR
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mathematical models (both engineering and biochemical) to show the integration 
of entities that make up a biologic organism.   

I refer the Reader to several papers where the QSP efforts began including Kitano 
(2002), Sorger et al (2011 and 2014), Van der Graaf and Benson (2011), Trame, et 
al. (2018) (for the current state on the integration of pharmacometrics into systems 
pharmacology), as well as a review entitled “Systems Pharmacology modeling: An 
approach to improving drug safety” by Bai et al. (2014). These papers give solid 
frameworks for what is intended here to introduce imaging platforms as elements 
of such “system” approaches.  Van der Graaf and Benson (2011) suggest 
relationships exist between drug targets and interacting elements (i.e. genes, 
proteins or metabolites) making up related biologic networks. They postulate that 
information (signaling/ communication) is not propagated in a strictly linear sense 
from a drug-meets-target response, but more likely as a convoluted, complex 
network outcome.  In addition, papers by Qin, et al. (2015), Huang, et al. (2015), 
Ghosha et al. (2016) and Androulakis (2016) introduce the Big Data side of the 
systems approaches detailing the promises, current status and future challenges in 
the area of computational, modeling of these convoluted, complex networks.  To 
round out a systems approach, one needs the computational elements to broadly 
and wisely include mechanistic, empirical and statistical analysis of Big Data, as 
depicted in Figure 1 from Ghosha, et al. (2016). 
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Figure 1.  The bioinformatics problem: HD data (high dimension, high diversity, high 
definition) to HD analytics.  HD data structures must allow for bioinformatic approaches to be 
matched within HD analytics.  The bioinformatics challenge requires vertical integration across 
pathways, cells, tissues and organs as well as horizontal integration linking transcriptomics, 
proteomics and metabolomics within a cell. Imaging can serve as a “fourth box” validating each 
of the three outputs displayed.  Source: with permission, Ghosha, et al. 2016 
 

Imaging data adds to, and may reduce the noise, on the analytical side of 
bioinformatics. Imaging has similar data analysis constraints involving huge 
structural volumes (data sets over both x-y-z and t), context dependency relational 
use to other data), fidelity (truthfulness), and, for now, a lack of harmonization 
standards (i.e., globally accepted unique identifiers/methods/probe design and 
regulatory acceptance), all which hinder QSP mapping and integration techniques. 
Biologics used in imaging adds even more complexity characterized by species 
heterogeneity (pathway uniqueness), diversity (allometric scaling), genomics, 
transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics, to tissue, organ and whole-body 
modeling.  
 
Traditional Big Data analytic approaches are similar top-down epidemiology 
methods. Viable systems-based approaches depend on structural equation 
modeling of biological networks to provide first-pass parametric features whose 
higher-order correlations can then be modeled by methods of augmented 
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intelligence, deep learning, or deep reservoir. Imaging technologies can, when 
used as quantitative tools, provide these first pass parametric determinations. It is 
easy to lose sight of an underlying mechanism driving an outcome under 
investigation, so large data arrays from images, especially in PET and MR, should 
mostly only be complementary to, or supportive in, the use of the modeling 
analytics.  More will be made clear in this chapter as we review several examples 
of imaging platforms and consider their limitations. 

 
Imaging platforms can provide us with systematic approaches to observe an organ 
function against the chemical composition, temporal behavior (natural history; 
NHx), and disease status of biologic processes.  How the organ (or organs) interact 
is a part of how we can approach metabolic disease or recovery from an injury.  
Time is a critical component of operations within a system as a complete biologic 
response is neither instantaneous or protracted but is rather a concert of controlled 
events which we can assign a mathematical representation of elements comprising 
the overall picture.  The ebb and flow of a system process can be viewed using 
imaging to measure the parts of the process.   
 
In the abstract, we can view a biological dynamic system as a collection of 
waveforms depicted in figure 2. Viability of the system is constrained within 
biologic limits (red border; “viability window”) where excursions outside of these 
limits results in disease or failure of a system resulting in demise.  The aggregate 
of systems, each with their own frequency domain and linkages to each other as 
codependency creates a biologic entity. Figure 1 can be surmised to depict, as 
examples, 1) metabolism (red being “warmer” as in early life and blue being 
“cooler” as late in life), 2) sexuality as denoting maturity (gold) to menopause 
(green), 3) immune function where a high frequency signature denotes high 
functionality to low frequency signatures as immune dysfunction, etc., and, 4) 
aging, where high or low oscillations represent out of bounds of normative 
physiology,  to name only a few measurable “systems”.   
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Figure 2.  A biologic entity’s life span exists within a species defined time frame.  The biologic 
entity (i.e. animal, bacterium, fungi, etc) is a 3-D object containing multiple active processes 
(colored waves) that maintain homeostasis and keep the entity within boundaries (red box).  The 
end of life (blue waves) begin to represent potential “out of boundary” excursions and aberrant 
control events that eventually result in the entity’s demise. Imaging can be thought of as a 
method to witness points in time of selected waveforms (systems) to allow examination of 
deviation from a defined (limited and predictable) waveform.  Source: personal construction 
 
QSP, as a holistic approach to deciphering the complexity of biological systems, 
starts from the understanding that the networks that form the whole of living 
organisms are more than the sum of their parts.  The parts that describe a system 
must be: 

• Collaborative, that is, an integration across biology explained as synthetic 
processes, engineered processes, mathematically amenable to bioinformatic 
formats, adapted to physics and chemistry. 
 

•  Collaborative processes will allow one to Predict how layered and interwoven 
biological systems will change over time (witnessed through imaging platforms. 
Changes in “omics” and changes in a clinical performance would be an example 
of relational properties which, under varying physiologic and disease conditions, 
can be measured and followed over time and provide quantified parameters 
which can then be employed as input to derive systems-based solutions to 
clinical questions. 

 

• Prediction of a systems behavior allows for Prioritization of disease landmarks 
and when based on imaging of kinetic (parametric modeling) processes or multi-
omic profiling, biomarkers of importance can be exploited clinically, and, 
 

Conception to death; colors represent aging stages of the organism 
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•  all these points together will facilitate more advantageous clinical targeting to 
increase the therapeutic window of drugs and other treatments.  
 
 

Figure 3 in an abstract way describes the holistic approach to a clinical decision 
utilizing an integrative approach. The figure reveals that imaging platforms can 
facilitate specific derived outcomes, much as a laboratory assay of a clinical 
endpoint.  Examples of parallel importance include clinical chemistries, 
hematology, biopsy/histology, metabolomics, genomics, proteomics, physical 
measures of urine output, strength, balance, neurologic and cognitive tests, and 
more.  Imaging tools as a class of assays may derive or describe anatomy, 
physiology, cognition and, in a sweeping way, provides a leading way to define 
integrative system functionalities.   

 

Figure 3.  The Placement of Imaging Platforms in a Context of Systems Biology; Source: personal 
construction. 

 

Imaging approaches characterize, or more accurately, define biologic systems 
based upon selected operational components of a system, i.e., density for bone, 
uptake of a radiolabeled entity, fluorescence of a tagged monoclonal antibody, etc.  
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These operational components are viewed through the use of specialized detection 
platforms, employment of contrast or reporter molecular products, novel 
mathematics and computer algorithms, statistical tools, all designed to isolate a 
system, reduce the noise of a complex or competing array of signals (refer to the 
concept of waveforms in Figure 1).  These all taken together aim to pinpoint 
specific changes that represent disease or a system change/failure.   Imaging tools 
can isolate biologic processes that are holistically layered.  Imaging platforms are 
clinically important tools greatly facilitating personalized medicine with improved 
targeting, revealing approaches to witness greater pharmaceutical control (i.e. 
therapeutic precision applied at varying states of disease), and, ways to employ 
clinical data to mitigate complex associated health issues.  Figure 4 depicts how 
imaging platforms may be incorporated in QSP modeling for a clinical decision.   

 

Figure 4.  Overall Integration of Imaging into a Systems Approach:  Anatomy with Physiology/ 
Omics is validated in part through imaging platform outcomes (image: F-18 bone uptake in a 
rabbit; GIF image insert is a full anatomical rotation). Source: figure adapted from; courtesy of 
Dr. R. Hammamieh, DoD, Ft Detrick, MD 

 
I. Defining an Imaging Platform 

Imaging platforms typically utilizes one or many positions on the full 
electromagnetic spectrum from high energy gamma rays to low energy radio 
waves (inclusive of microscopy, particle beam tomography, PET, SPECT, DR
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ultrasound, ESR, NMR, visible and IR, quantum dots, more)  adds to (or 
subtracts from) features of a spectral element via an action on or presence of 
contrast or added marker(s), subjects the collected data to mathematical and 
statistical transforms, and presents the derived image (information) into a 
readable format that describes a natural phenomenon.  In some respects, 
imaging is simply a pattern recognition tool, a translational process, used to 
describe (fingerprint) pathologies or anatomical features via physics and 
mathematics into a rationale and useful interpretation.  
 

An example of an interpretable image pattern is a heat map display of selected 
genes which, as an aggregate expression of “on” and “off” genetic switches, forms 
a recognizable (sensitivity-based threshold) “pattern” revealing a before and after 
an affective event (Figure 5; from: Moyer and Barrett, 2009).  The figure depicts 
metagene color profiles describing different gene expression patterns in peripheral 
blood (PB) that would follow chemotherapy or radiation therapy.  Genetic array 
maps are commonly used to show changes in the expression levels of families of 
specific genes taken from healthy subjects where a gene is “ON” (yellow to red) or 
“OFF” (dark blue to light blue). In this figure, exposure of the PB to a therapeutic 
(chemo or radiation) elicits expression patterns of metagenes where the noted 
change (before vs after) suggests shared and unique genetic responses to the 
applied stressor(s).  The graphics on the right are images depicting a “leave-one-
out” mathematical transform of the heat map changes.  The heat map arrays (the 

“image”) provides a visual translation of the information where specific gene 
expressions change their patterns.  The heat map “image” is thus a way to translate 
a biologic event or a systems physiologic change following a stimulus of a drug or 
a resultant effect as a biologic action.   Modern PBPK modeling uses average gene 
expression to infer prior or initial values for protein expression. 
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Figure 5. Metagene expression patterns (images) as “heat maps” (rows are specific samples of 
peripheral blood (PB) and columns are genes) for chemotherapy or radiation therapy changes. The 
genetic expression maps for pre- and post-irradiation and pre- and post-chemotherapy are compared 
versus an untreated (“healthy”) “normal” heat map. The graphic (right) is a “take-one-away” assay 
which is a mathematical representation of the five groups treatment groups. Thus an “image” can 
provide discrete translatable data. (Source: Moyer and Barrett, 2009). 

 

Imaging platforms are unique instruments which exploit a physical, chemical or 
biologic property of a target by varying that property, generally under temporal 
conditions, and quantitatively measure the temporal variability of the property 
through mathematics to define a change in the property. We can call this (for 
now) “pharmacodynamics” – the action of a stressor on an element and the 
temporal change observed. Imaging, and the mathematical transform of images, 
can expand the physiologic limits of our eyes to see outside of the confines of 
the visible spectrum. Different wavelengths of energy can be used to describe 
different things not unlike a set of drill bits can be used to selectively probe a 
target so that an objective, i.e. insertion of a screw, can be achieved. We can 
probe a biologic process to figure out or prepare for a targeted therapy.  
 DR
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Conventional histologic microscopy uses visible light energies but, to achieve the 
higher resolution of electron microscopy, one uses narrower wavelengths in the 
X-ray energies which can see smaller objects via a more defined diffraction of 
structural angles where the larger visible light wavelengths are impeded.  Electron 
micrographs thus use high energy light to visualize structures where a lower 
energy “light” probe is incapable of discerning structures. So too, in general, with 
imaging platforms where one selects the imaging platform based upon the ability 
to detect the desired target, ability to measure the anticipated changes, the 
magnitude of the change is linear (or at least has a compensatory correction to a 
limit), to detect the target in the presence of impeding intrinsic noise, the ability 
to be stable (i.e. a predictable variance) over the desired temporal exploration,  
and that the target can be described uniquely.  Quantitation is not always a 
required outcome.  QSP can also use qualitative, categorical, fuzzy, and rule data 
sets, etc., but in this chapter we will be emphasizing quantitative approaches for 
specific outcome attributes.    
 

Biomarkers in the context of “clinical imaging” may be divided into four 
principle categories: 1) predictive, 2) prognostic, 3) diagnostic, and, 4) 
dosimetric (adopted from Okunieff, 2008). Predictive biomarkers are those that 
suggest the probability of a future event or known change to be evident in 
physiologic status and are available before a drug or action is applied to a target. 
High cholesterol is a predictive indicator of future heart disease.  Prognostic 
biomarkers include those that foretell a future event and are available at the time 
of symptoms (pathology) or following a drug intervention. Prolonged elevation 
of plasma glucose after a meal is such a marker and indicates a prognosis of 
diabetes.   This is different from “predictive” in that there is less involvement of 
a future event as the condition already exists.  Diagnostic biomarkers (including 
quality assurance and reference biomarkers) are those that are common in 
clinical practice and available at the time of symptom expressions (pathology) or 
useful markers to follow a drug or biologic’s action on a target. These types of 
markers facilitate a clinical decision to treat or not to treat. The use of ultrasound 
during a cardiac stress test is an imaging platform to assist viewing cardiac wall 
motion irregularities.  Dosimetric biomarkers are those that represent outcomes 
of pharmacologic, radiologic or other intervention (positive or negative over or 
under expression of a biomarker) in response to an event or stimulus. The drug-
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induced cardiac stress test is again an example where we could apply a 
pharmacologic agent instead of a treadmill.   Adenosine, dipyridamole (e.g. 
Persantine), and dobutamine are the most widely available pharmacologic agents 
for cardiac stress testing.   Table 1 describes the four categories of biomarkers 
and is an adaptation of work by Okunieff (2008) to describe these categories 
with respect to imaging. 
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Table 1. Types of Biomarkers and how they are used in Imaging 
Inclusive of definitions and examples of which image platform and/ or imaging marker may 
be employed. Many imaging systems and how they are used are uniquely suited for specific 
tasks and use as a marker class (Table is adapted from Moyer and Barrett, 2009) 
 
Marker Class Definition Example Platform(s) 
Predictive A biomarker available 

before a drug or action is 
applied to a target. 

Imaging: MRI 
In Multiple Sclerosis (MS) the brain exhibits 
physical changes in the white matter structures 
which are related to the water relaxivity within the 
brain (the magnetization state of water hydrogen 
can be detected as emission of radio waves) (Phelps, 
2004; Fukushima, et al., 2008) 

Prognostic A biomarker available after 
a drug or action is applied 
and which predicts a 
subsequent increase in risk 
of injury or change in 
pathologic state. 

Imaging: PET 
11C-ß-CFT uptake in the dopamine rich regions of 
the substantia nigra is significantly reduced 
following exposure to the neurotoxin MPTP, a 
byproduct of improper chemical synthesis of 
methamphetamine (Cercignani, et al, 2001; Filippi, 
et al., 1998) 

Diagnostic A biomarker available at the 
time of symptoms 
(pathology) or following a 
drug or action on a target. 

Imaging; PET 
11C-PIB as an indicator of amyloid deposition in 
the brain of suspected Alzheimer disease patients 
(Brooks, 2004) 
Imaging: PET 
18F detection of suspected lung cancer with 
standard uptake value (SUV) of >5 (DaSilva et al., 
1993); ischemic myocardium: animated gated PET 
and SPECT images (Christian, et al., 2004; 
Rabinovici, et al., 2007; Minn, et al., 1995) 
Imaging: fMRI 
rCBF (regional cerebral blood flow) in regions of 
the brain during thought or physical movement – 
BOLD (blood oxygen level dependent) technique to 
localize flow change by stroke (Pineiro, et al., 2002) 

Dosimetric A biomarker available after 
a drug or action is applied 
on a target and which a 
response can be related to 
the dose (or proportionality 
of an action) relative to a 
negative control. 

Imaging: Microscopy Chromosomal aberrations 
(dicentrics) using microscopic imaging (radiation 
dosimetry) (Savage and Papworth, 1996); 
Imaging: SPECT 
Application of cell trafficking 111In-WBCs 
recognizing changes in tissues, i.e. cytokines to 
elicit NK cell proliferative dose response; infections 
(Sinha, et al., 2004) 

Four other references elaborate further on these points: Wang and Deng, 2010; Agdeppa and Spilker, 2009; 
Eckelman 2009; and, Sun, et al., 2011 
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Biomarkers which are useful in imaging reflect on a variety of targets, targeted 
tissues and or biological properties and characteristics as seen in the following: 

• Metabolism – measure glucose utilization of tissues (brain, heart, 
tumors) using 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) – obtain standardized 
uptake values (SUV) 

• Growth - DNA turnover using thymidine uptake for turnover, 18F-FLT 

• Organ or Tumor Size - CT /MR: anatomical, RECIST;  PET/SPECT: 
functional domain of a tumor (living tissue vs living plus necrotic 
combined, 

• Vasculature – MR (blood flow), MR and CT angiography, SPECT/PET 
for platelet adherence, clot formation and inflammatory responses 

• Thrombus formation – hematopoietic models and coagulopathy, 
SPECT, PET, x-ray venography, MR (hemostasis) 

• Markers/Receptors - Mabs, peptides, aptamers, cell surface properties 
• Density Differences – CT for mass density, MR for water content and 

mobility 
• Physical Reflectivity– Ultrasound (US) using bubble technologies for 

measuring flow and defining structures via edge detection, 
• Heat - thermal imaging where tumor tissue exhibits higher caloric 

consumption and emission of waste heat, 
• Hypoxia – xenon lung ventilation studies (SPECT), and functional MR 

blood flow (fMRI; BOLD [blood oxygen level dependence]), 
• Gene triggers/promoter sites - optical tracers may be quantum dots or 

fluorescent probes or, for research purposes, genetically modified mice 
where a luciferase gene is inserted adjacent to a promoter site, 

• Cell Trafficking and Cell Surface Properties– glycan cell surface 
decoration and speciation, labeled cells can traffic differently and have 
different elimination kinetics due to infection; stem cell therapies can be 
followed to observe engraftment. 

 

In theory, for a biomarker to serve as an effective end point or substitute for the 
clinical outcome, effects via intervention on the biomarker must reliably predict 
the overall change on the clinical outcome.  The relation between a biomarker and 
a disease state may have significant codependency on other biomarkers or clinical 
covariates.  Modeling is thus an essential advocacy for the complete biological 
picture since the naïve and shallow intuitive interpretations, that are common in 
radiology practice, are often incomplete and may be misleading.  DR
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In practice, the above “requirements” frequently fails (DeMeyer and Shapiro, 
2003). Any drug applied as a therapeutic also has the possibility that it may 
affect a clinical outcome by unintended, unanticipated, unrecognized, and 
potentially saturable mechanisms of action, that operate independently of the 
disease process.  Fleming and DeMets (1996) provide several examples of how 
selection of a biomarker may be incorrect and may actually be indicative of 
unrelated pathways and outcomes.  Biomarker response can be confusing in the 
milieu of all the other potentially confounding biologic activities which, in turn, 
can alter biomarker responses.  True biomarkers must be elicited by the 
intervention on a disease and then be reflective (informative) of the clinical 
outcome.  In 2003, Eckelman (2003) published a detailed treatise on biomarker 
behavior in imaging using knockout mice to genetically alter the platform 
interpretations.  The intent was to use genetically altered mice expressing a 
specific alteration to a target to show biomarker change in target specificity.  
Knockout mice were shown to have high utility by decreasing the “biologic 
noise”, i.e. removal of a confounding genetic expression that alters a biomarker 
signature. When done as a screen early in the drug discovery phases of non-
clinical experiments, the knockout mouse could be seen to reduce time, animal 
numbers and cost by avoiding “classical” (but inherently more “noisy”) 
conventional in-bred/out-bred animal models. 

 

In 2003, Smith, Sorenson and Thrall (2003) provided a treatise on “Biomarkers 
in Imaging: Realizing Radiology’s Future.” Their sense of the science was that 
imaging of biomarkers was a definitive way to shorten the “bench to bedside” 
timeline.  Imaging using radiolabeled biomarkers may have an enormous 
potential to shorten the drug development timeline; however, such practice 
should never be considered a solution to every preclinical or clinical question.  
They also noted that imaging could be a successful tool in determining the PK 
and/or PD of new drug candidates. Imaging could be used to validate binding 
(measure rate constants) with respect to known cellular or organ-specific disease 
targets.  Measurement of the effect of formulation change on in-vivo distribution 
over time, specific targeting efficiencies, the time to Cmax (maximal 
plasma/blood concentration) in blood or at the target, metabolic/catabolic rates, 
and even elimination rates would all be a huge cost savings if they could be DR
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determined when fewer animals are needed to capture all these endpoints.  
Imaging also affords multiple views over time such as in cancer therapy (i.e. CT 
RECIST and MRI measurements, see Table 2), or when the target is elusive or 
moving, i.e, heart motion and blood flow (US/fMRI BOLD flow measures, 
cardiac imaging), or when the target is not anatomy but rather simply a function, 
i.e. thinking (regional brain blood flow with fMRI BOLD; PET correlations). 
Table 2 is adapted from their paper and describes, from my perspective, how 
imaging of biomarkers can be used over various imaging platforms to improve 
the drug development timeline. 

 

Table 2.  Role of Imaging Biomarkers in Drug Development and Clinical Medicine 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. CT: Computed tomography; PET: Positron Emission Tomography; SPECT: Single photon Emission 
computed tomography, MR, magnetic resonance; fMRI: functional magnetic resonance (blood flow); 
OP: optical imaging; BLI: bioluminescence/fluorescent tracers, ARG, autoradiography (whole body or 
histologic with grain counting); TH: thermography; Source: modified from: Moyer and Barrett, 2009. 

 

 

 
Product 
Development 

Applicability 
of Imaging 
Biomarkers 

Preclin/Clinical Imaging Modalities1
 

Target identification YES Molecular imaging, MRS, PET, SPECT, BLI, OP, ARG 

Target validation YES Molecular imaging, PET, SPECT, ARG 

Lead 
candidate 
identification 

LIKELY Biomarkers would preferentially be specific or 
directly linked to the target pathology and not a 
surrogate or secondary indicator 

Lead optimization YES Molecular imaging, PET, SPECT 

Pre-clinical testing YES Molecular imaging, MR, MRS, PET, SPECT, US, CT, 
OP, ARG 

Clinical trials YES CT, MR, fMRI, MRS. PET, SPECT, US, OP, TH, 
conventional radiography 

Diagnosis YES CT, MR, fMR, MRS, PET, SPECT, US, OP, TH, 
conventional radiography 

Patient monitoring YES CT, MR, MRS, PET, SPECT, US, OP, TH, 
conventional radiography 

“Animal Rule” trials YES Animal Efficacy Rule (21 C.F.R. § 314.610, drugs; § 
601.91, biologics); Examples: Radiation or chemical 
agent injury and Select Agents in BSL-3/4 
environments to test therapeutics in animals where 
ethics prohibit the use of humans.  
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Table 3 describes the parameters that currently represent the path of drug 
development and the impact that an imaging biomarker may have on that 
parameter (adapted from Smith, Sorenson and Thrall, 2003). 
 
 

Table 3. Biomarkers in Imaging: Traditional End Points in Drug Development and 
the Use of an Imaging Biomarkers1

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. 
Modified from Eckleman, 2003); For a far more detailed table of high resolution, small animal imaging 

systems see Table 1 in a review by Rudin and Weissleder, 2003. 

 

II. Selected Imaging Modalities, Biomarkers, and Platform Quantification Limits 
 

o Computed Tomography 

Computed tomography (CT) is one of the most widely used medical imaging 
technologies1. used to detect density differences and in-vivo edge discrimination.  
The history of CT is: 1) the history of tomography itself, 2) the development of 
the algorithms used to reconstruct the image, and, 3) the development of high-
speed digital computers. CT measures the density of objects and has units of 
                                                           
1 http://www.bioclinica.com/blog/evolution-ct-scan-clinical-trials  The Evolution of CT Scan Clinical Trials, 

Stuart Jackson blog on July 22, 2011 (last accessed 22 Feb 2019) 

Parameter Traditional biomarker measure Imaging provides 
Time to results May be long, esp. mortality indices Potentially SHORTER 

Objectivity May be low, esp., morbidity Potentially INCREASED 

Cost High, esp., with long endpoints (animal 
housing, care and laboratory services 

Relatively LOW cost 

Ability for study blinding May be difficult, esp. for devices Relatively easy to perform 
blinding with images 

Detect subtle change Often low probabilities Routinely available 

Patient as own control Possible to difficult Often possible 

Access to resources dedicated infrastructure, but often 
available, in-house validated assays for 
early development need technology 
transfer for full acceptance 

Widespread, costs can be 
defrayed by routine clinical 
use of a platform and simple 
to do tech transfer of known 
platforms 
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density called Hounsfield units2. The initial prototype CT scanner used in 
clinical trials shown here had some less than inspiring specifications: scan time: 
9 days, reconstruction: 2.5 hours; print the image: 2 hours; resolution: 80 x 80 
(voxel elements for a 20 cm x 20 cm 2-D slice). The modern device is a rotating 
x-ray source surrounding an object (patient) where the instrument measures a fan 
beam of x-rays onto a set of detectors on the opposing side of the object. A series 
of x-ray projections around an object and the resulting absorption maps of the 
incident beam and reduction on the x-rays reaching the detectors (attenuation) is 
reconstructed to represent the interior of an object. 
 

CT scans can, for example, measure bone density in assessing an osteoporosis 
patient. Therapeutic intervention with a drug to enhance bone formation or 
prevent bone loss can be measured over time using CT where the change in 
Hounsfield units (HU) of density serves as a biomarker of treatment success or 
failure.  Also, detection of lung tumors or mammary tumors using CT represents a 
contrast change in regional HU relative to the air-filled lung regions or less dense 
fatty tissues of the breast. Radiotherapy, as incident beam radiation to treat the 
breast or lung tumors, will increase the water content of the lung tissues affected 
by the absorbed energy and lead to less contrast by CT over time until the tumors 
are killed and resolved.  Changing to another imaging biomarker such as 
metabolic markers or perfusion markers can improve clinical observations during 
treatment. 
 

CT, as well as standard x-ray imaging, can utilize contrast media to resolve 
objects such as tumors and vascular structures.  The HU changes associated with 
the distribution of a contrast agent within a tumor or vascular system (i.e., 
carotid arteriography, deep leg venography, or coronary angiography, etc.) can 
be definitive in diagnosis.  The utility of contrast agents is their added 

                                                           
2  The Hounsfield unit (HU) scale is a measure of the attenuation coefficients within an object in which the 
radiodensity of distilled water at standard pressure and temperature (STP) is defined as zero HU and the 
radiodensity of air at STP is defined as -1000 HU. Muscle and bone will measure as HU exceeding 30 and 300 
HU, on average, respectively. 
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improvement in target-to-non-target ratio (increased statistical discrimination) 
which can improve a clinical biomarker. While CT is a well adopted imaging 
modality in both the clinical setting and the non-clinical laboratory, it is most 
often employed as a marker of density in animal test systems and used overlay 
anatomy in multi-modality imaging, i.e., with PET, SPECT and optical probes.  
 
 

 Nuclear Medicine and Radiotracer Technologies 
 

o Autoradiography 
One of the original biologic images was the 1896 image of Roentgen’s hand with 
the delineation of the bone structure and the ring on his finger.  The discovery 
that radiation could provide an image on photographic film led to many 
applications of contact radiography which matured to the modern slice 
technologies of CT, SPECT, PET and MR mimicking the whole-body slice to a 
more useful histologic tool, autoradiography, to show the biodistribution of 
radionuclides and radiolabeled biochemical entities.  A full review of 
autoradiographic technologies is available from Solon and Moyer (2014) and 
additional references by Solon, et al., (2002a, 2002b, 2007, 2010).   
 
One of the first techniques employed using radioactive materials was contact 
radiography. The technique added significantly to the field as an adaptive 
technology to histology (Caro and Tubergen, 1962). Radiolabeled substances 
and their distribution following injection, or other mode of entry, can be seen 
using autoradiography. Radioactive tissue can be prepared as a histologic slide, 
immersed in a fine silver halide photographic emulsion.  Exposure of the tissue 
section allows for silver grain formation over time and development of the slide, 
like a photo, and inspection of the slide by microscopy following standard 
histologic staining, can reveal the distribution of the radioisotope in the tissue. 
With the success of histologic plus radiotracer imaging, whole animal (body) 
autoradiography (WBA) was developed as a macro tool to map the tissue 
kinetics and biodistributions of drugs in whole animals.  Highly engineered 
cryomicrotome devices for whole animal sectioning were developed to avoid 
chatter (change in section thickness) and provide uniform 20-100 µm sections DR
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over sample (carcass) distances of 10-30 cm (depending on the device) allowing 
the sectioning of small mammals such as the mouse to sizes of the Cynomolgus 
or the Marmoset non-human primate. The devices are housed in refrigeration 
units for cryosectioning and the unit is also capable of sublimating thin sections 
overnight.  Thin tissue sections when desiccated can be placed in intimate 
contact with high resolution x-ray films or highly sensitive electronic photo-
sensor plates as direct contact systems (for beta emitting isotopes) such as the 
phosphoimager systems (Johnson et al., 1990;  Solon, et al.,2002a, 2002b, 2007, 
Solon and Moyer, 2014), and, 
(http://www.perkinelmer.com/Catalog/Family/ID/Cyclone%20Plus%20Phospho
r%20Imagers; accessed 22 Feb 2019).  Solon (2010) and Solon and Moyer 
(2014) also provides a comprehensive look at this platform technology along 
with co-platform analytics using MALDI (matrix-assisted laser 
desorption/ionization mass spectrometric imaging) and NIRS (near-infrared 
spectroscopy).   
 

As was indicated in a previous section, formulation changes often can lead to 
surprising changes in biodistribution of drugs. One such example was a 
cytokine formulated in sodium dodecyl sulfate (20%) to support clinical use of a 
freeze-dried formulation, however, in clinical phase 1 trials the reconstituted 
cytokine exhibited pulmonary toxicities including dyspnea and fluid buildup 
which was first interpreted as a “normal” response per the known toxicities seen 
in non-clinical studies.  Upon radiolabeling the cytokine and examining the 
immediate post-dosing distribution using whole body autoradiography 
(WBARG), it was observed that the protein was distributed as aggregates in the 
lung accumulating as punctate islands of radioactivity (Figure 6).  Circulating 
aggregates were not observed in the blood as displayed by a clear blood field 
blood occupying the cardiac left ventricle space.  The lung foci represented 
extracted aggregates form first pass lung clearance.   

 

Upon reformulation in a glycine buffer at the appropriate concentration to 
prevent in-vivo aggregation, the lungs did not collect aggregates and the lungs 
exhibited reduced cytokine stimulation, dyspnea and fluid buildup (a no DR
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aggregate foci response) and also yielded improved efficacy due to increased 
systemic cytokine exposure via the higher plasma levels resulting in higher  
AUC (area under the curve) and Cmax (maximal plasma concentration at time t) 
parameter estimates (data not shown).  The improved increase in plasma 
exposure and reduced lung foci allowed for the reduction in the applied 
effective dose and further widened the cytokine’s therapeutic index (TI; ratio of 
toxic dose to efficacious dose) by raising the toxic limit plasma level. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 6. WBARG serial (20 m images separated by 100 m) through the carcass of a rat administered a 35S-
labeled cytokine formulation that had shown an unexpected in-vivo aggregation upon vascular administration. 
A mock clinical cytokine formulation was internally radiolabeled with 35S and a clinical dose was administered 
intravenously in rats.  The image is at 5 min post injection where the animal was euthanized and immediately 
frozen for cryostat whole body sectioning.  Thin slices @20 m were sublimated in a freezer and  placed en-face on 
x-ray film (high grain density SB-5, Kodak). The images above depict fine aggregates seen in the lungs (as 
large black accumulations), the kidney (rapid elimination and tubular reabsorption), liver (with smaller 
aggregates as foci), heart wall and ventricular chamber (aggregate-free circulating blood).  Vascular elements 
of the gut are seen, i.e. vena cava and abdominal vessels.  Aggregate clearance of the protein reduces the 
intended cytokine AUC and Cmax due to first pass extraction of the protein by vascular capture resulting in lung 
tissues continued local exposure with resultant toxicities. Reformulation to reduce this in-vivo aggregation 
promoted uniform biodistribution and allowed for a reduction in the clinical dose to achieve the desired 
efficacious exposure in the clinic and eventual regulatory approval.  Source: personal unpublished data.  
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QSP can also examine “age differences” in pharmacologic response citing 
difference in uptake and/or distribution of a tracer or probe.  For example, the 
uptake of a sulfonic acid (as a 14C-labeled taurine) in stressed cardiac muscle. 
Taurine is a non-essential, yet organ system diverse, marker. Taurine is a sulfonic 
acid derivative of cysteine and not an amino acid as it does not contain a carboxyl 
group. It occurs naturally in food (meats and seafoods) and the American diet 
typically ingests 58 (9-372) mg per day (Oja and Saransaari, 2007).  Taurine is 
known to undergo distributive changes in myocytes and cardiocytes under stress 
(Chapman, et al., 1993;  Lombardini and Liebowitz, 2000; Huxtable and Sebring, 
2000;  Oja and Saransaari, 2007).  An experiment is described here using male 
spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR strain) as both adult (~300 g) and juveniles 
( ~125 gm) and subjecting them to a blood pressure stressor, isoproterenol (IsoP).  
The experiment was based upon a known cardiac response in the rat to this blood 
pressure agent as expression of Troponin T (Herman, et al 2006).  Schaffer, et al., 
(2010) also proposed a regulatory response to hyperosmotic stress can lead to 
increased taurine influx into the cell.  The promoter region of the taurine 
transporter for osmotic sensitive elements contains a transcriptional tonicity-
responsive element (TonE), which along with the TonE binding protein is 
involved in the upregulation of the taurine transporter in the hyperosmotic-
stressed cardiomyocyte. Thus, taurine uptake should be a graded uptake response 
in adults versus juveniles based upon known age-related IsoP toxicities (elevated 
pressures and osmolality).   

The imaging platform of whole body autoradiography (WBARG) was employed 
setting up a grid of heart tissues from age-matched saline treated controls vs age 
(juvenile vs adult) SHR rats cardiac stressed by administration of 3 mg/kg 
isoproterenol (IsoP) iv once daily for three days. Upon the last dose of IsoP 
animals were administered a tracer dose of high specific radioactivity 14C-labeled 
taurine after 5 minutes.  The animals were euthanized 5 min after the radioprobe, 
bled and the hearts removed, chambers filled with a slurry of cold 3% carboxy-
methyl-cellulose (CMC; an inert fill to replace blood volume) and placed in plugs 
in a frozen block of CMC and the four-square array frozen for thin section slicing 
and contact autoradiography.  The array provided a four-way view of control vs 
stressed at equal thickness (20 um), equal ventricular diastole and equal time 
exposure on x-ray film.   DR
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The images showed striking differences taurine distribution in both the epicardial 
and endocardial (incl papillary muscle) uptake in the adult versus juvenile rat 
hearts.  The uptake of taurine, as a ubiquitous sulfonic acid, likely reflects changes 
in both blood flow and uptake by cardiac muscle per the transcriptional tonicity-
responsive element (TonE) that affects taurine distribution.  The stressor (IsoP) 
likely leads to more capillary leak, changes in membrane phospholipids and loss 
of osmoregulation in contrast to the less vulnerable juvenile state.  

  

 

Figure 7.  14C-taurine uptake in male spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR) rat cardiac muscle of adult 
(~300 gm) and juvenile (~125 gm); saline control (left; images a and c) and isoproterenol-stressed (3 
mg/kg/d x 3 d; right; images b and d). The control hearts show primarily endocardial uptake of taurine 
with the adult endocardium clearly more enriched versus the juvenile heart.  In the right (stressor) 
images, the uptake is further enhanced over control uptake and the adult epicardium is as enriched nearly 
as the endocardium.  Source: personal unpublished data. 

 

Taurine actions are generally prolonged but slow on onset and is enriched in 
electrically excitable tissues (i.e. the heart).  The study suggests taurine could be a DR
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heart biomarker of electrically stimulated tissue pathologies.  Taurine may have a 
key role as an osmoregulator (Huxtable R.J., Sebring L.A.; 1989).  Herman, et al., 
(2006) suggests Troponin T may be an alternative imaging biomarker for acute 
myocardial injury by isoproterenol, but the images in Figure 7 may suggest taurine 
itself could be superior in highlighting epicardial versus endocardial graded injury.  
Using [11C] taurine as a radioprobe could also serve as a systems-wide probe to 
observe osmoregulatory change within the body given reported connections of 
taurine to phospholipid changes and calcium ion flux.  

 

o Planar, SPECT and PET Imaging 
 

Nuclear imaging has become a standard non-invasive clinical tool to examine 
functional anatomy and functional processes.  In the 1950’s Hal Anger 
developed several of the first nuclear medicine imaging systems at Donner 
Laboratory at the University of California Berkeley (Wagner, 2003).  One of the 
first was the rectilinear scanner, a moving bed that traveled over an array of 64 
photomultiplier tubes (4 rows of 16 tubes) to provide a two-dimensional whole 
body image.  An 241Am photon source over the bed was used to provide a flood 
field uniform energy where the patient body would absorb the low energy 
photons and provide a subject silhouette image which to allowed for spatial 
interpretation of observed tracer radioactivity administered to the subject within 
the image silhouette. He later created the first gamma camera (now known as an 
Anger camera) which was a large NaI crystal with an array of photomultiplier 
tubes. The array produced a 2-D map of counts from radioactivity impinging on 
the crystal and the camera was able to discern a planar image. 

 

Radioisotopes with appropriate gamma energies for absorbance by 1 cm thick 
NaI detectors were sought as these had the appropriate efficiencies to use the 
devices.  Energies below 50 keV had low capacity to escape deep tissues to 
interact with the detector and energies in excess of 250 keV were to energetic 
and would have low detector efficiencies (ability to create a scintillation event 
in the crystal).  The 140 keV gamma emitting 99mTc discovered by Nobel 
laureates Segré and Seaborg in 1939 (daughter isotope of 99Mo =>99mTc decay) DR
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met the energy and half-life (6 hours) need for the Anger camera and 
discoveries on ways to attach (chelate) 99mTc to drugs, proteins, peptides and 
other chemical entities had a dramatic effect in opening the door for nuclear 
medicine development. 

 

The discovery of the CT mathematical rendering of an image as a sum of 
projections of x-rays to render a 3-D planar view transformed the 2-D clinical 
world of imaging in the 1960’s.  The mathematics led to computational 
revolution to reconstruct images from projections and created the notion of 
imaging and summing of tomographic sections – “bread slices” – through the 
body to render 3-D objective views (Friedland and Thurber, 1996).  Out of 
these computational methods came gradient MR imaging (MRI; see upcoming 
section) and other technologies.  
 
The utility of positron emitting isotopes (isotopes where a positron nuclear 
emission annihilates upon collision with an electron resulting in the formation 
of two opposing gamma rays of 511 keV energies 180 degrees in opposition) 
which were too energetic for the 2-D NaI detection systems led to the invention 
of Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and a large number of chemical 
synthetic processes to create positron-labeled pharmaceuticals.  It was the 180 
degree opposition that led to reconstruction of chords of photon tracks and the 
superposition of the chords that rendered a 3-D view and absolved the depth 
dose distribution addition seen in 2-D imaging.  It was only a matter of time, 
and truly further statistical improvements in reconstruction mathematics, to 
take single photon emission isotopes, like 99mTc, 201Tl and many others, and 
create a way to do 3-D imaging which we term Single Photon Emission 
Computed Tomography (SPECT).  Three major textbooks on SPECT and PET 
imaging technologies have been published recently (Christian, et al., 2004; 
Valk, et al., 2003; Phelps, 2004). 

 

In PET, it is the emission of the paired 511 KeV gammas that results in 1) a 
sufficiently high enough energy to have low through-tissue absorption 
(attenuation), 2) a physical reduction in scatter by only counting coincident DR
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(timed detector to opposite view detector arrival) events in a ring detector 
system, and, 3) construction of a linear chord from arrival time (detector) 
coincident photons an the progressive overlay of these ring events creates a 
defined distribution of discrete chords together as a distribution representing an 
image of the 3-D location of the radioactivity in the object (patient or animal).  
For educational purposes the Reader is directed to a web-based collection of 
PET and SPECT imaging studies where there are details on the way PET 3-D 
images are collected, processed (created as mathematically transforms), and 
interpreted clinically.  

 

o PET and SPECT in the Molecular Imaging of Cancer 

Imaging for the detection of cancer, from its first use with conventional chest x-
ray for lung cancers and breast compression mammography, has been propelled 
by major advances in instrumentation and molecular mechanisms of cancer. 
Imaging instrumentation and electronic noise and scatter correction algorithms 
have significantly improved resolution, data fidelity through computational 
advances, and the introduction of molecular probes has exceeded expectations 
in opening many new avenues of research.  The Journal of Nuclear Medicine in 
2008 has an entire issue dedicated to the molecular imaging of cancer (JNM, 
supplement 2, 2008) and it introduced, as the first article in the issue, the 
dramatic changes in nuclear imaging instrumentation (Pinchler, et al., 2008; 
Vastenhouw and Beekman, 2007). Advances in PET and SPECT imaging, 
novel molecular probes, and the understanding of genetic diseases, biomarker 
expression/metabolism, etc., have all advanced the art and been instrumental in 
the defense of regulatory approval for several new therapeutics. 
 
Modern cancer imaging employs a wide variety of radiolabeled (for PET and 
SPECT) or contrast-labeled (for CT and MR) probes to image phenotypic 
expression of biomarkers. These probes include peptides, Mabs and Fab’ 
fragments, aptamers, cell markers, growth markers, lipids, angiogenesis 
markers, metastatic markers, hypoxia markers, and several others. New 
imaging tools with higher resolution and improved mathematics of image 
processing employed in planar, SPECT and PET modalities, MR and optical DR
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imaging platforms has revolutionized cancer medicine. 
 

Three dimensional images of objects as small as the nude mouse are now 
possible using microSPECT (and microPET systems) and small regions can be 
resolved using projections of axial slices (coronal, sagittal, and transverse) 
(Vastenhouw and Beekman, 2007).  Both the MicroPET and MicroSPECT 
systems are marketed with the capability of doing CT imaging for the same 
specific slice to provide density correction (isotope attenuation correction) 
which facilitates image statistics correction for small animals.  Appendix _.1 
outlines many nuclear medicine probes and clinical applications and Appendix 
_.2 describes resolution and acquisition time limitations in these systems.  

 

o Drug and Biomarker Kinetics using Nuclear Imaging 
 

Imaging, particularly nuclear medicine and radiotracer technologies, provides 
a view of pharmacokinetic behavior of biomarkers as one can map the 
distribution, transit, targeting and elimination of radiolabeled drugs.  Nuclear 
medicine is unique in imaging as it can provide both anatomical and 
functional measures of biology. The functions that can be described using 
nuclear imaging include several important pharmacokinetic and 
pharmacodynamic expressions such as: 

• The input function: IV, IM, SQ, oral, nasal, lymphatic; input to organ systems 
• The transit function: gastrointestinal absorption and transit time, lymphatic flow, 

blood flow, mucosal transit 
• The distribution function: receptor-based elimination from the blood; oil-water 

coefficients, blood brain barrier and other stops 
• The binding function: receptor affinity (Kd value), the “on-off rate” 
• The time to effect and/or time to toxicity pharmacodynamic functions 
• The degradation function: enzyme kinetics, pH effect, metabolism 
• The elimination function: renal, hepatic, biliary, ventilation, sweat, e.g. geriatric 

differences(impaired renal or hepatic clearance); effects of concurrent medications 
(drug-drug interactions); pediatric (body surface area relationships) 

• The allometric function: pharmacokinetic parameter estimates based upon 
allometric scaling using body surface area, heart rate, etc. 

• The integral of all these functions is what can be called the drug signature. 
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Three mathematical methods are commonly practiced in the analysis of 18F FDG 
drug kinetic behavior from images. These include the Logan Plot (Logan, et al., 
1990), the SUV (Standardized Uptake Value) (Christian, et al., 2004; Phelps, et 
al., 1979; Ferl, et al.,2007; Krohn, et al., 2007; Huang, 2000; Keyes, 1995) and 
the Reference Tissue Method (Sandella, et al., 1998).  The Logan Plot defines 
the kinetics of radiolabeled compounds in a compartmental system where the 
compartments are described in terms of a set of first-order, constant-coefficient, 
ordinary differential equations.   The Standardized Uptake Value, or SUV, is a 
common method to define tumor metabolic rate for glucose in relative terms.  It 
does not require an input function as does the Logan Plot.  It relies upon uptake 
in a region of interest (tumor) standardized to total dose distribution (non-target). 
The SUV method defines a region uptake against a reference (no uptake) tissue 
(brain = cerebellum; lung tumor = other lung region; heart = skeletal muscle).   
The SUV is typically done at one time point after a defined clearance but can be 
done dynamically. There are drawbacks to this method as described by Huang 
(2000) and Keyes (1995). The third methodology is the Simplified Reference 
Tissue Method, or SRTM. This is a common method employing a reference 
ligand kinetic model but does not require an input function.  The model assumes 
one compartment and requires a starting (reference) ligand kinetic model 
(example: erythrocyte uptake). The SMRT differs from SUV as it does not 
correct for non-specific binding and typically uses the cerebellum as a reference 
(baseline) region-of-interest (ROI) for the input function term.  Each of these 
mathematical methods of image analysis has applications, with modifications, to 
a variety of biomarker candidates.  
 
The dose selection via allometrics may not be important in use of radiotracers 
simply because these typically use non-pharmacologic doses (micro-dosing) of 
the targeting agent but high signal reporting due to the targeting agent’s 
radioisotope specific radioactivity (photon abundance of the reporter isotope).  
Typically, use of radiotracer drugs has molar excess concentrations of the target 
moiety and thus may be used without pharmacologic consequence of the low 
dose.  However, this is drug and system-dependent conditions as the tracer used DR
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may elicit a pharmacologic effect if the target moiety has nM to fM binding 
capacity.  Care should be exercised to assure the tracer micro-dose is not an 
efficacious dose or, in the case of haloperidol where a sedating dose (high) is 
counter to a stimulating dose (tracer/low).  MR agents are generally very high in 
plasma concentrations, may have pharmacologic activity and, in the case of MR 
contrast agents, it is often desirous to apply target saturation doses.  

 

o Imaging the Neuroendocrine System, Neuroantomy, and Neural Function 
 

PET is currently the preferred technology for state of the art brain metabolism 
imaging,  CT is the preferred imaging modality for general anatomic imaging, 
and MRI is the current standard for brain imaging of specific water-mediated 
signaling and as part of that water-mediated signal MR scientists have created an 
anatomical correlate to CT for tractology (Mukherjee, et al., 2008), the study of 
neuro-tract mapping.  CT, while used extensively in the clinic as a first pass 
imaging system is limited to anatomical injury assessment where displacement is 
measured by a range of densities from bone to air. Tissue contrast may identify 
clinically relevant targets such as distortion of structure from a tumor.  The initial 
anatomic information aids in further imaging and potential image overlays using 
PET or MRI systems.  Sossi (2007) provides an excellent review of PET brain 
imaging describing new detectors, reconstruction algorithms and the use of PET 
in movement disorders and Alzheimer’s disease. 
 
A unique brain damage to the substatia nigra (the dopamine synthetic center) 
leading to Parkinsonian symptoms in very young patients was observed in the 
early 1980’s.  These subjects were found to be using crudely synthesized 
methamphetamine which created a byproduct known as MPTP (1-methyl-4-
phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine) (DaSilva, et al., 2007). The byproduct is a 
neurotoxin to the dopamine centers of the brain and left drug abuse victims with 
an irreversible loss of their dopamine production resulting in early Parkinson’s 
symptomology.  Figure 8 depicts a non-human primate with unilateral 
destruction of the substantia nigra using MPTP and imaging the brain two weeks 
later using 11C-β-CFT.  Movement disorders such as Parkinson’s disease are 
studied using such new radiotracer dopamine receptor affinity analogs.  Two DR
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new biomarkers of dopaminergic neurologic diseases include 11C-ß-CFT ([11C]2-
carbomethoxy-3-(4-fluorophenyl)-tropane) and 11C-tetrabenzine. 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Images of a non-human primate subjected to the neurotoxin MPTP which has a 
severe toxic effect of destruction of the Substantia Nigra in the mid-brain (6.5 kg Rhesus 
macaque). MicroPET P4 images at 2 weeks post-lesion induction using 11C-ß-CFT shows 90% 
denervation of the dopamine transporter in the substantia nigra; the normal contralateral side 
shows specific binding of the 11C-β-CFT.   β-CFT, is a cocaine-derived drug used in dopamine 
stimulation scientific research. CFT is a phenyltropane-based dopamine reuptake inhibitor 
(Source: courtesy of B.J. Lopresti, Univ. Pittsburgh PET facility)  

 

 

o Imaging Alzheimer’s Disease 
 
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is a dementia is characterized by the accumulation of 
Aβ-amyloid which serves accumulate over time and force denervation through 
cortical neuron separations plus impeding vascular flow.  The confirmation of 
Alzheimer’s Dementia had classically been detected only at death with 
confirmatory histologic staining of the brain with thioflavin stains and Oil Red 
O for amyloid   Original imaging with 18F FDG PET to detect regional brain 
usage of glucose helped define the actual regions of the brain affected first by 
amyloid deposition.  Researchers at the University of Pittsburgh developed a 
thioflavin-like radiotracer called Pittsburgh Compound-B labeled with C-11 (C-
11 PIB).  C-11 PIB specifically binds to fibrillar amyloid-beta (Aß) plaques 
(Mintun, et al., 2006) and can help discriminate AD from frontotemporal lobar 
degeneration (FTLD), a non-Aß amyloid form of adult dementia (Rabinovici, DR
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2007).   As mentioned earlier in this chapter. a new imaging agent for detection 
of amyloid with a longer half-life isotope, 18F (2 hrs versus 20 min for 11C) was 
approved by the FDA (AMYViDTM; a Lilly and AVID Pharmaceuticals 
product).  This imaging agent was a product to support a therapeutic in 
development at Eli Lilly for AD as a monoclonal Ab, SolanezumabTM, for the 
dissolution/abatement of Aß.   The therapeutic was to follow the clinical 
detection of Aß by AMYViDTM.  This is in line with the earlier statement of 
“Find, Fight and Follow” as a paradigm of cooperative drug development using 
diagnostic biomarkers to support therapeutics addressing system relationships. 

 

Advances in is the development of RNA aptamers has used them as biomarkers 
for imaging and the detection of AD (Ylera, et al. 2002).  High-affinity RNA 
aptamers against the βA4 have been isolated from a combinatorial library of 
∼1015 different molecules.  The apparent dissociation constants, Kd, of these 
aptamers for Aβ-amyloid are 29-48 nM, which is quite acceptable for nuclear 
imaging agents, especially if at that nanomolar concentration it does not elicit 
activation. Heiss and Herholz (2006) provide a review of brain receptor 
imaging and describe the increasing number of potential probes for neurologic 
biomarkers. In the field of autism, Williams and Minshew (2007) describe the 
impact that imaging would have on the study of autism and the potential to 
develop therapeutics to relieve this disease’s increasingly social and financial 
impact.  Esposito, et.al. (2008) describe their efforts in measuring 
neuroinflammation in AD using 11C arachadonic acid and PET imaging. 
Imaging and molecular medicine are coming even closer in the article by Diehn, 
et.al. (2008) as they provide evidence that surrogate imaging probes may be 
able to be tied to specific gene expressions in brain cancers. Agdeppa and 
Spilker (2013) have provided a major review on imaging agent development 
and give an excellent overview of micro-dosing (as described previously) and 
the concept of “theranostics”, that is, a radiolabeled diagnostic agents (99mTc 
labeled) can be converted into therapeutic when radiolabeled with a beta or alpha 
radioisotope, i.e. 186Re or 188Re, for localized in-situ therapeutic applications. 
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o Imaging the Breast and Structured Reporting Advances 
 

Breast imaging platforms have been leading innovation in imaging 
technology/radiology data management since the introduction of BI-RADS more 
than 20 years ago (Margolis, 2015; Burnside, 2009). Radiologists use imaging 
informatics which includes subspecialties that include PACS, electronic medical 
records, structured reporting, computer-assisted interpretation and diagnosis, 
natural language processing, archiving, radiation dosimetry, data mining, peer 
review, exchange of health information, and real-time education (Branstetter, 
2007a; Branstetter, 2007b). As breast imaging positions itself for the future with 
innovation in the era of Big Data, structured reporting and the ability to create and 
populate large databases that allow data mining are critical. 
 
Data mining as a part of breast imaging reports will likely improve imaging 
reporting and help optimize imaging strategies as relates to employing imaging in 
systems pharmacology questions.   The concept of both QSP and Big Data together 
makes possible a way to foster integration of past, present and future breast 
diagnostic data with a multitude of other data sources, such as electronic health 
records, genomic analysis, and lifestyle tracking to name only a few. The 
integration of systems questions and applying Big Data archives can make future 
breakthroughs in disease detection and the accompanying risk management even 
more attractive. The growing amount, the varying types, and the shear complexity 
of data sources is making the integration of big data a formalized requirement for 
radiology. This will make the application of imaging even more useful in systems 
approaches to pharmaceutical development.   
 
A major point is that the prioritization or predetermination of which data to collect 
is no longer a major limiting consideration in QSP.  Big Data systems trained to 
emphasize parameters of “noise” or is biased toward “system-irrelevant” signals, 
rather than employing a well-tagged system-relevant data set, will perform much 
more poorly and essentially provide misleading outcomes (i.e. “garbage in - 
garbage out”).  Big Data should be employed only as a highly flexible regression 
system with a very high number of degrees of freedom. DR
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The important consideration is to use a highly flexible regression system with a 
very high number of degrees of freedom. We have seen in other imaging platform 
uses, data which are relevant or desired today are going to evolve and may or may 
not be the same parametric requirements we have always used for diagnostics.  
Data collection must be able to evolve as new questions will be asked and 
improved imaging, data collection, and other added complimentary technologies 
will be employed by future scientists and clinicians. Continuing to ask only the 
same family history and menarche questions limits the ability to develop true 
precision medicine. Breast cancer imaging will for the near term be a leading 
system that will dictate the maturity and direction of other system diagnostic 
imaging platforms.  However, the work of Hadley at UCSF (8 Feb2018; 
https://yourstory.com/2018/02/deep-learning-catch-breast-cancers-mammograms-
miss; last accessed 24 Feb 2019) has shown mammography as practiced results in 
more, not fewer, call-outs of large tumors.   Radiologists are apparently finding 
over-interpretation of benign lesions and making false diagnoses out of an 
abundance of caution and deep learning systems may be an important advance in 
reducing false positives (Lituiev, 2018). 

 
Health care informatics as an industry has now embraced data collection 
standardization similar to BI-RADS. The Radiological Society of North America 
has established the Radlex lexicon (RSNA; 2019).  The utility of BI-RADS; the 
importance of establishing consistency across practices is accepted by the 
radiology and imaging community. Other variations in the imaging genre include 
LI-RADS for the liver (Mitchell, 2015), Lung-RADS for lung CT screening (ACR, 
2019), PI-RADS for the prostate (Hooley, 2012), and there are very likely several 
other target specific data acquisition and analysis systems in development which 
parallel BI-RADS approaches. 
 

o Infectious Disease/Inflammation and Imaging in BSL-3/4 Environs 
 
Occult infection remains a difficult target for imaging. The biomarkers 
associated with infection such as C-reactive protein and cytokine expressions are 
all sufficiently non-specific to not be adequate to use as a biomarker in the sense DR
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we have described earlier. The detection of appendicitis remains problematic.  
Labeled white blood cells or platelets with radioisotopes of 111In or 99mTc have 
been modestly successful but cells must be harvested from the patient, isolated, 
radiolabeled, re-injected, and then allowance of sufficient time is necessary for 
targeting as well as clearance (Arndt, et al., 1993).  A specific biomarker for 
definitive identification of infection and inflammation is yet to be developed, 
however, 111In-WBCs, 18F-FDG and 18F-FLT (fluorothymidine) are routinely 
used in clinical research as a first pass test. 

 

The first use of a radiolabeled aptamer specifically for imaging inflammation 
was by Charlton (1997). The aptamer was created to mimic target human 
neutrophil elastase and was labeled with 99mTc.   The aptamer was able to 
image neutrophils in a rat inflammation model with a peak target-to-
background ratio of approximately 4 at 2 h post-injection. Aptamer uptake was 
compared against conventional IgG methods, which has decidedly slower 
clearance but IgG agents demonstrated a 2- to 3-fold greater absolute uptake 
versus the aptamer. 
 

Bioluminescence optical probes (BLO) applied to imaging of infection and 
inflammation is a major new avenue of non-clinical development (Golding and 
Zaitseva; 2014). The Reader is also directed to Keith et al, (2014) where they 
have created a closed-access (biologic “clean and contaminated” sides), remote-
handling, imaging theatre in a BSL-3/4 laboratory using contained and modified 
PET/SPECT/CT and MR imaging systems for added high level safety in BSL-3 
and BSL-4 environments (BSL; biologic safety level). 

 
Cell labeling techniques have expanded well beyond the early 111In-oxine 
labeling of white blood cells (Arndt, et al., 1993; Sinha, et al., 2004) and now 
techniques in bioluminescence (BLO; incl. fluorescence) allow for tumor 
angiography as well as confocal microscopy and imaging of vascular flow 
patterns, transient adherence and tumbling of cells in the vasculature injury.  
There is an outstanding review covering magnetic resonance techniques (esp. 
using paramagnetic T2* relaxation) and special probes like SPIO (small particle DR
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iron oxide) particles where one can resolve to 50 microns in live animals (Muja 
and Bulte, 2007). Also, the Reader is encouraged to review the work of Thurner 
and Sundgren (2008) for imaging of, and diagnostics for, selected slow virus 
infections. Again, for a detailed description of imaging in a BSL3-4 environs, 
please see the work of Keith, et al. (2014).  

 

 

o Cardiac, Thrombosis and Atherosclerosis Imaging 
 

Nuclear medicine imaging of heart physiology and quantitatively measuring 
cardiac performance has been a major goal of modern medicine. Biomarkers of 
cardiac imaging began with 40K studies in the middle of the last century. PET 
imaging has employed a potassium analog, 82Rb, but it is a 75 second half-life 
positron emitter which is generator produced but has practical limitations 
(Santana, et al., 2007). The advent of SPECT imaging brought another potassium 
analog, 201Tl, into clinical practice (Valk, 2004; Machac, et al., 2006).  PET 
imaging of cardiac sugar metabolism with 18F FDG began in the1980’s and is 
now a clinical imaging standard.  Newer tracers for metabolic imaging of the 
heart, such as 123I BMIPP, a fatty acid substrate, more accurately test the heart 
as fatty acids are the primary fuel for the cardiac muscle (Fukushima, et al., 
2008).  Lack of uptake of 123I BMIPP is a clinical sign of cardiac injury.  
Research into radiolabeled biomarkers for vascular disease such as aneurysms, 
atherosclerosis, lipid accumulation in the vessel walls and unstable plaque are 
all under development by big and small pharmaceutical companies. 
Radiolabeled lipids and lipid-DNA complexes have been investigated (Yamada, 
et al., 1998; Niven, et al., 2000). 
 
Platelet anomalies and deep vein thrombosis are explored using SPECT agents 
such as 99mTc-GPIIbIIIa (BibapcitideTM) peptide antagonists (Bates, et al., 2003; 
Taillefer, et al., 2000).  An excellent resource on SPECT and PET cardiac 
imaging is available as web-accessible document from the American Society of 
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Nuclear Cardiology3. The University of Kansas also has a web-accessible set of 
images with examples of 18F FDG in full 3-D axial plane displays used for 
clinical diagnosis and they display gated studies of cardiac performance as 
animations (http://www.rad.kumc.edu/nucmed//clinical/pet_gated_fdg.htm, 
accessed 24 Feb 2019).  
 

Diamond (2017) has published a fine treatise on “Thrombosis and Systems 
Analysis” where he introduces systems analysis to quantitatively predict blood 
function within a given system, the vascular wall, with an approach that utilizes 
hemodynamic physiology.  His vascular system helps describe both venous and 
arterial thrombosis.  The author’s approach can be called a “Blood Systems 
Biology” approach where the objective is to provide metrics for rates and 
molecular mechanisms of clot/thrombus growth, thrombotic risk, 
pharmacological response or intervention triggers, and utility of new therapeutic 
targets and how they affect the system.  Thrombi are multicellular aggregates 
contained within, and interwoven with, a complex polymerized fibrin matrix.  
The etiology of blood clots is the result of hundreds of unique (and, in part, 
staged) reactions within and around platelets (PLTs) with the growing thrombi 
propagating in both space and time under specific (and often aberrant) wound 
healing hemodynamic conditions.  Coronary artery thrombosis (i.e. a “white” 
clot) is dominated in a “systems manner” by atherosclerotic plaque rupture, 
complex pulsatile flows, induced shear and balloon-like expansion forces on 
stenotic (rigid) regions, which can trigger plaque-derived tissue factor releases.  
These releases further drive thrombin production. In contrast, venous thrombosis 
(i.e. a “red” clot) is dominated by low flow, stasis conditions, concomitant 
endothelial inflammation, white blood cell-derived tissue factor, and ample red 
blood cell incorporation (by passive inclusion) into the mixed content thrombi.  
Using a systems approach with imaging (US, venography, vascular flow by MR, 
confocal microscopy, etc.) of the vessels, patient-specific assessments, coupled 
with associated and determinable computational fluid dynamics, provides an 

                                                           
3 Imaging Guidelines for Nuclear Cardiology Procedures: A Report of the American Society of Nuclear 
Cardiology Quality Assurance Committee, E. Gordon DePuey, MD, Ed., American Society of Nuclear 
Cardiology, 154 pp, (2006): http://www.asnc.org/imageuploads/ImagingGuidelinesComplete062408.pdf 
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estimated parametric description of local hemodynamics and fractional flow 
reserve. This description allows one to create testable models to evaluate 
vascular thrombotic risk.  The systems approach allows for a risk paradigm to be 
created that relies on the aforementioned vascular images, adding in measures of 
phenotyping of platelet and coagulation factors all powered through multiscale 
computer simulations, which are inclusive of the subcellular to cellular to organ 
system to whole body added benefit.  The integrated systems biology approach 
can rank safety and efficacy metrics of various pharmacological interventions or 
even assist in patient stratification/ inclusion requirements in clinical trial 
designs. 
 

Diamond (2016) provides an idealized figure (Figure 2 in his paper) mapping how 
one would show computer simulations of clotting as a temporal expression of a 
systems evolution, i.e. dimensions x, y, z and t.  The model they were employing 
used parametric initial conditions, network topology variables, numeric coding (a 
computer language), and physics variables (diffusion, velocity, bond strengths, 
fibrin properties and vascular geometries) to arrive at a prediction of a derived 
system evolution. The models require multiscale and integrated descriptions of 
platelet signaling and adhesion, coagulation kinetics, event sequence analysis, all 
layered upon functional hemodynamics. Positional information, including flow 
kinetics and locations of clots or clot-prone unstable arterial plaques, stenosis, or 
sites of DVT potential from inflammatory action on deep veins, as well as 
temporal information on the changes in clot growth/density, local oxygenation 
debt, and several other characteristics, can all be mapped using imaging platforms.  

Imaging is not simply a “picture” as several platforms can measure the physics of 
biology in the context of diffusion, velocity, pressure (as vascular dilation), bond 
strengths, tinsel strength of fibers, all to generate predictive clinical information. 
A full picture of QSP models of platelet activation, coagulation and eventual 
resolution, in a patient-specific flow field (constrained voxel array) may inform 
complex mathematical simulations (expressions) of acute coronary and deep 
vascular injury syndromes.  

Platelet signaling is a cascade function of soluble activators (ADP, TXA2, 
thrombin), GPIIbIIIa receptor agonist behavior on platelets, soluble inhibitors DR
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(NO, prostacyclin (PGI2) and insoluble activators (collagen) all contribute to drive 
intracellular calcium mobilization in the platelet. Calcium mobilization occurs 
rapidly through IP3-mediated release and store operated calcium entry (STIM1-
Orai1). Dense platelet deposits in clots result in significant ADP and thromboxane 
and thrombin driven signaling, often targeted by inhibition of P2Y12, COX-1, and 
PAR1, respectively (red brakes). During coagulation, the generation of thrombin 
(FIIa; factor IIa) is primarily driven by TF (tissue factor)/FVIIa (factor VIIIa; 
extrinsic tenase) via subsequent engagement of the FIXa/VIIIa (intrinsic tenase) 
and FXaVa (prothrombinase). Thrombin has significant regulatory control 
(braking) on its own production through activation of FVIIIa, FVa, FXIa, as well 
as regulation of fibrin tinsel strength through activation of FXIIIa which crosslinks 
fibrin.  

 

As for myocardial systems, an ideal biomarker for myocardial perfusion will not 
interact with cardiac medications or pharmacological vasodilator stress agents, but 
it must show myocardial tissue avidity providing a high heart-to-low background 
signal ratio.  The biomarker should have a rapid, high extraction fraction with 
uptake directly proportional to myocardial blood flow over normal physiological 
work as well as induced exercise or pathologic-induced stress uptake over normal 
ranges and the agent should lack redistribution from the heart (target loss) during 
the imaging period. No current biomarker provides all these attributes.  The four 
biomarkers of cardiac performance that are currently used in clinical practice 
include: 99mTc-Sestamibi (ion-channel imaging), 99mTc-Tetrafosmin (ion channel 
imaging), 201Tl (as a K analog), and 18F-FDG (glucose metabolism).  As 
mentioned earlier, 123I-BMIPP (and the PET analog 124I-BMIPP) is still an 
investigative agent for fatty acid metabolic imaging and but this agent is likely to 
have a significant impact in clinical myocardial risk assessment. 

New novel SPECT designs (U-SPECT and D-SPECT) have begun a revolution 
in the design of high-resolution SPECT systems for cardiac imaging 
(Vastenhouw and Beekman, 2007; Gambhir, et al, 2006). The novel D-SPECT 
camera technology uses 9 collimated detector columns arranged in a curved 
configuration to conform to the shape of the left side of the patient’s chest. The 
application of these newer designs has yet to be brought into the pre- clinical DR
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design with miniaturization. Potentially, both the U-SPEC and the D-SPECT 
molecular imaging technologies will be integrated with other existing modalities 
including CT, MRI, and ultrasound systems, providing high definition fused-
images. 

 
o Tumor Hypoxia and Pulmonary Gas Exchange Imaging 

 
Tumor hypoxia (necrotic center or attenuated flow by vascular constriction, 
clotting or apoptosis) has been a challenging biomarker for imaging simply 
from a perspective of drug tracer delivery (Krohn, et al., 2008; Blankenburg, 
2008; Hiller, et l., 2006). Reactive oxygen species (ROS) which arise due to 
anaerobic metabolism, radiation treatment, and the generalized reduction of 
drug permeation into tumors with anoxic regions are the principal issues in 
finding good probes.  Gradient perfusion from the vascular supply (normoxic 
regions) to sites of active metabolism is highly regulated by tumor 
angiogenesis, apoptosis and vascular integrity.  Acute hypoxia must be reversed 
or the tissue physiologic condition moves to apoptosis (cell death).  Chronic 
hypoxia will lead to an adaptive genomic change which will be survival 
directed and increase metabolic behavior to escape from hypoxic 
environments.  Hypoxia is fast becoming as important a biomarker target in 
solid tumors as identification of glycolysis, angiogenesis, apoptosis, or distant 
metastases. 

 

Identification of hypoxia has implications in many medical settings.  The goal 
of tumor therapy must include the characterization of the tumor metabolic state 
and not simply its detection and sizing.  Tumors show increased radiation 
sensitivity in the presence of oxygenation. This is termed the OER, or oxygen 
enhancement ratio. Radiation therapy is best performed under oxygenated 
conditions as tumors are typically more radioresistant under hypoxic conditions 
and many tumors exhibit central necrosis with central environment hypoxia 
(Skarsgard and Harrison, 1991; Verheij, 2008).  Tirapazamine, a hypoxic 
cytotoxin, is commonly used as a potentiator of radiotherapy in combination 
with the common chemotherapeutic cisplatin.  For survival, hypoxic cells DR
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undergo genetic modifications to adapt to the stress of hypoxia including 
generation of mutant p53, glycolysis, and HIF-1. 
 

Understanding the heterogeneity of the tumor with respect to the regional 
hypoxia allows for a more successful irradiation plan, including more precise 
radiation dose delivery (enhancement) to hypoxic (radioresistant) regions, and a 
likely better outcome for the patient is possible.  Tumor stage, grade and size 
currently poorly predict hypoxia so a nuclear or other imaging modality is an 
important part of therapy planning. 

 

Krohn et al. (2008) have described the radiotracer 18F-nitroimidazole (18F- 
FMISO) as the choice for imaging tumor hypoxia. Other nitroimidazoles 
include: FAZA, FETA, FETNIM, EF3, EF5, IAZA. The methylthio-
semicarbazone ATSM, labeled with 64Cu (a longer half-life PET tracer with 
0.53 day half-life), is a new imaging agent for hypoxia (Anderson and Ferdani, 
2009; Mankoff, et al., 2008; Obata, et al., 2003).  64Cu-ATSM is selective for 
hypoxic tissues due to the increase in the redox trapping mechanism in hypoxic 
cells.  The agent accumulates avidly in hypoxic cells and remains in hypoxic 
areas within tumors, whereas in normoxic cells the product washes freely out 
providing contrast within the tumor body. Anderson and Ferdani (2009) have 
published a detailed treatise on 64Cu PET agents. 

 

MRI (directly or with contrast) imaging of hypoxia is also an alternative.  
Using fMRI, and the BOLD (“Blood Oxygen Level Dependent”) imaging 
signal of paramagnetic discrimination of deoxyHb from O2Hb, one can see the 
regional hypoxia in the tumor (Evelhoch, et al., 2000; Ferris, et al., 2011).   O2-
sensitive contrast agents: such as perfluoro-tributylamine, hexafluoro-benzene, 
hexomethyl-disiloxane, trifluoroethoxy-MISO can be used for MR imaging of 
hypoxic tumors. Also, lactate, a result of hypoxia, is a metabolic waste product 
with a high MR discrimination signal.   That signal can be detected by MR 
spectroscopy, NIR, and bioluminescent probes and ESR (it has an electron spin 
resonance line width which is sensitive to O2) and all can delineate poorly 
oxygenated areas. DR
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Hypoxia is an important aspect of stroke, myocardial hypoxia (stunned 
myocardium), diabetes, infection, arthritis, transplantation hypoxia, and other 
conditions.  18F-MISO data analysis requires only a single image at 
approximately 2 hrs post-injection (intravenous) and uptake is not generally 
limited by blood flow.  18F-MISO uptake is the same in most normal tissues 
and, unlike FDG, no arterial input function sampling or metabolite analysis is 
required or needed for quantitation. Synthesis of 18F-MISO can be 
accomplished in high yield via modification of the FDG Box (rapid post 
cyclotron chemistry) technology.  Figure 9 shows a glioma imaged with 18F- 
MISO and the difference in the hypoxia image from that of FDG is also shown 
for comparison.  The glioma structure is viewed on the left using MR and the 
regional metabolic differences of two biomarkers (glycolysis and hypoxia) are 
evident with 18F-MISO (hypoxia) uptake evident within the borders of the 
metabolically active FDG image of the tumor capsule. 
 

 
Figure 9. Glioma imaging with MRI, 18F-MISO and 18F-FDG: Left: anatomy by MRI, MRI imaging 
of a glioma with MR contrast agent reveals the tumor location. Middle image: PET image of 18F- 
MISO uptake in the tumor hypoxic center; Right image: PET image of 18F-FDG showing uptake in 
the tumor periphery (active growth region). The hypoxic FMISO-avid region is concentric and 
within the FDG uptake and both surrounding the tumor’s actual necrotic core. The necrotic core is 
absent of both tracers. Source: courtesy of Kenneth Krohn, University of Washington, Seattle. 
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Pulmonary imaging as a system is complicated with pathologies from simple gas 
exchange imaging to fibrotic pathologies occurring as delayed effects of radiation, 
chemical injury or prolonged immunologic action (Desogere, et al., 2017).  One 
major imaging challenge is idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) which is a specific 
form of progressive, fibrosing interstitial pneumonia of unknown etiology.  The 
disease primarily affects older adults expressing as a progressive disease of mild 
to severe dyspnea with gradual functional decline until death. Currently, there is 
no treatment able to reverse progressive appearance of fibrotic changes; however, 
imaging can quantify the extent of change and new PET and MRI technologies are 
imaging the character and quality of fibrotic composition, respectively. The 
imaging communities of PET, MR and CT have yet to establish any precise, 
universally accepted, diagnostic criteria for IPF. Of note, however, is the use of 
high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) in the early 2000’s showed some 
gain in this diagnosis (Souza, 2005). Patients with suspected IPF which display 
atypical features on HRCT images are generally subject to surgical lung biopsy to 
confirm the diagnosis.  Of those who do have a biopsy, many will experience 
added risk to their already compromising condition with added iatrogenic 
physiological impairments and comorbidities. 
 
System imaging for the lungs highlights unique challenges relate to the 
development of, quantitative scoring and interpretation, variability in the imaging 
platform resolution and validation of diagnostic and prognostic markers specific to 
IPF will be needed to guide pharmaceutical intervention or supportive care 
decisions. The ability to recognize fibrosis noninvasively, specifically the 
character and composition of fibrotic identities using molecular imaging 
techniques, will very likely substantially improve clinical management of any 
fibrotic disease. In recent years, several PET and SPECT probes to identify 
collagen degradation fragments, the expression and role of activated macrophages, 
transformations of fibroblasts, and the etiology and roles of selected integrins, i.e., 

v6 and v1, in TGF-damping are being studied as both diagnostic and 
prognostic markers. The classic PET tracer, 18F-FDG, or 111In-Octreotide 
(somatostatin agent; SSTRs; also, SPECT imaging via 99mTc-DepreotideTM, 
Bayer) for pulmonary uptake in small cell cancers have been investigated in DR
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multiple lung physiology and tumor pathologies in humans but the tracers appears 
to lack specificity and sensitivity for most of these tracers except for lung cancers.   
 
Current therapy in the United States for IPF includes pirfenidone and nintedanib, 
largely based on results from the three major clinical trials (identified in Desogere, 
et al., 2017 as CAPACITY, ASCEND, and INPULSIS trials). Both drugs will 
slow functional decline and disease progression and reduce long-term mortality in 
patients with mild to moderate IPF.  Such success depends on early diagnostic 
capability, and likely through an imaging platform, and is a driving force for of 
early diagnosis, novel QSP approaches, all to predict and initiate treatment. Other 
pulmonary indications related to interstitial lung disease, i.e. chronic 
hypersensitivity pneumonitis, and radiation pneumonitis, are in development.  
Structural alteration of lung, not unlike neuro anatomical distortion by plaques, 
may be weak in signal making HRCT of little use and a more sensitive imaging 
platform (and probe) is needed.  Desogere, et al (2015) have provided a likely 
successful avenue using Ga-68 probes of collagen character which can identify 
IPT even with low target abundance of collagen deposition in the lungs allowing 
likely much earlier identification of the onset of fibrotic change. Evaluation of 
68Ga-CBP8 and 68Ga-CBP12 uptake using micro-PET platforms to measure in 
animals was performed in a nonblinded fashion and with blinding for histology 
analysis. Because 68Ga-CBP8 and 68Ga-CBP12 agents using microPET imaging is 
a new approach, sample size with adequate power was estimated.  
 
The mouse model they employed (Bleomycin in the C57/BL6 mouse; both high 
and low/recoverable doses, 2.5 and 0.1 U/kg, resp.) was able to provide IPF 
pathogenesis, as a high dose-aberrant or exaggerated host response to the low dose 
providing a relatively common and/or mild recoverable and tolerable 
environmental injury.  Micro-PET imaging of collagen with their 68Ga-CBP8 
probe, successfully identified animals with PF.  Additionally, the study detected 
the low dose as well as blunted PF disease progression when mice were treated 

with 3G9, a murine antibody targeted to integrin v6 (interferes with TGF- 
activation and signaling).  This ability of the novel imaging agent, 68Ga-CBP8, to 
detect the initial stages of IPF is intriguing and has clinical potential to introduce 
therapies to reduce the rate of progression.  It is hoped further work will support DR
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animal translation of this approach to human benefit against IPF and potentially 
may help other fibrotic lung diseases. A system approach with imaging as a core 
element will be a critical approach for the future success of this probe in IPF (or 
any other fibrotic) pathophysiologic characterization.  
 
 
o     Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), functional MRI (fMRI) 

and Mass Spectroscopy Imaging (MSI) 
 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and magnetic resonance spectroscopy 
(MRS) are not new players in imaging but they are in terms of biomarkers. MR 
is basically an imaging tool which utilizes radio wave emission in response to 
the action of an imposed magnetic field, Bo, on a biologic system.  An 
excellent textbook on MR imaging and spectroscopy has been published by 
Westbrook, et.al. (2005; 2011) entitled MR in Practice. MR is almost 
universally an anatomical tool but it is capable of measuring metabolites using 
resonance spectroscopy (MRS).  MR does not measure anatomy in the same 
sense that CT does with measuring density.  MR measures the state of water.  
Ice and water are actually quite different in “structural” terms where liquid 
water has a mobility, or T2 relaxation time (stated as “apparent diffusion 
constant”, or ADC) of 3000 msec while ice has a T2 relaxation time of 
1.19 msec, more than 5-orders of magnitude. Tumors also demonstrate T2 ADC 
values which, under sufficient power (gauss) of an MR imaging system, can 
discriminate water mobility in muscle (ADC= 0.54 msec) versus tumors (ADC= 
0.74 msec).  Normal tissues range from 0.595 to 0.237 for brain to intestine, 
respectively, and thus if a tumor has a sufficiently different water structure 
(ADC value), a tumor may show a discrimination from normal tissues.  Indeed, 
we can think of MR as a tool to measure water mobility changes as an effect of 
radiation or chemotherapy exposure or to drug therapy.  ADC (apparent 
diffusion coefficient) maps are parametric images of diffusion weighted net 
displacement of molecules (water) in the extracellular space. The term 
“apparent” refers to the dependence of these coefficients on factors other than 
prior molecular mobility.   
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ADC maps are also called diffusion maps and represent a distinct biomarker of 
successful chemotherapy.  They can also be a biomarker image of stroke as the 
changes in brain ADC with absence of flow can markedly be detected using this 
technique and can also show recovery of the neural area if intervention is 
successful (Schlaug, et al., 1997; Chenevert, et al., 1997; Morse, et al., 2007; 
Ross, et al., 2003).  Other applications are in cardiac apoptosis (Hiller, et al., 
2006) and, as described earlier in this chapter, cell labeling and tracking using 
MR imaging in animal models of disease using paramagnetic probes and novel 
iron-tagged and gadolinium-tagged contrast agents (Muja and Bulte, 2009).  
The Reader is referred to other works on uses of MALDI and MRS Imaging 
(Douglass, et al., 2014), where the physics of MR is further explained and the 
engagement of MRS in applied to imaging is discussed.  

 

o   Functional MRI and blood flow in the brain 
 
While anatomical images with MR are viewed as high resolution, a lower 
resolution MR tool has been developed for brain blood flow imaging, functional 
MR imaging (fMRI).  fMRI is an imaging technique to measure blood flow 
(BF) and blood oxygenation BO) where increased flow and increased 
oxygenation are fundamentally “interpreted” as neurologic activation, or 
“stimulated” by reason of BF enrichment. This technique has particular 
implications as a biomarker tool in psychiatry, stroke (Pineiro, et al., 2002), and 
neuropharmacology and there is an excellent review in animal studies by Ferris, 
et al. (2011). 

 

fMRI scans display changes in blood flow (BF) using the phenomenon of 
oxygen enhancement of the local water – blood – signal (BOLD; Blood 
Oxygen Level Dependent signal; discussed in precious section).  In essence, 
“thinking” (use of a brain region) promotes (changes; increases/decreases) 
blood flow to a region of the brain where an increased BF suggests neurologic 
activation, or selective regional use.  A test to stimulate recall of a memory, for 
example, may increase BF to the hippocampus, a brain region known to be 
important for memory. Measurement of the BF changes thus has a role in the DR
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assessment of cognition and may help in diagnosis of memory loss, AD or 
neurologic deficits from other causes. 

 

o Ultrasound Imaging 
 

Ultrasound (US) imaging, or sonograms, is a technique that utilizes sound 
waves to exploit a property of the tissues such as edges or discontinuity of 
density (Reiss, 2003; Wirtzfeld, et al., 2005).  In some respects, it is similar to 
CT, but with decidedly poorer resolution, in what it can detect.  Imaging 
advancements in the technique through instrumentation, image reconstruction 
and the use of contrast agents (microbubble agents) can aid in the 
discrimination of edges and detection of anomalous surrounding tissues. The 
imaging technique can detect biomarkers of pathology such as blood clots, 
kidney stones, tumors of the breast (calcium grains in breast DCIS) and in the 
abdomen, and it can be used for ventricular wall thickness and wall motion.  
While this imaging modality has many clinical indications, including fetal 
development monitoring, it has only limited small animal drug development 
applications such as subcutaneous tumor implant sizing and scoring.  US 
technologies are not typically used for their translational capability (mouse, rat, 
rabbit, mini-pig, etc,) but more likely for more contribution to overall product 
licensure or approval in clinical scenarios. 

 

Readers are encouraged to seek more information on such topics as 
fluorocarbon-based injectables (Reiss, 2003), cardiac wall motion (Nagel, et al., 
1999) and a transgenic prostate cancer mouse model (Wirtzfeld, et al., 2005).  
Nagel et al. have provided an excellent review of MRI imaging of ischemia-
induced wall motion abnormalities.  They used high-dose dobutamine for 
evaluation by stress MRI (DSMR) and then compared their outcomes against 
dobutamine stress echocardiography (DSE).  They did find that DSMR yielded a 
significantly higher diagnostic accuracy compared to DSE which, while not 
unexpected, the DSE was still equally diagnostic. 

 
Several different antibody- or peptide-targeted microbubbles have been 
successfully tested for visualizing receptors overexpressed on tumor blood DR
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vessels and on atherosclerotic plaques (Kiessling, et al., 2012). Kiessling et all 
reported the first molecularly targeted microbubble formulation to diagnosis and 
localize prostate cancer was entering a Phase 0 trial.  Other potential uses of the 
microbubble technologies include thrombolytic therapy and enhancement of drug 
delivery across biologic barriers (i.e., the BBB). 

 

o Optical Tomography, Quantum Dots and Luminescence Imaging 
 

Optical imaging systems are the current vogue in the non-clinical animal 
imaging laboratory as the systems are simple, non-radioactive or not chemically 
active, relatively good resolution in the murine models, and the technique has 
had major advancements in chemical fidelity of test agents which have 
improved light persistence along with required reduction of image noise. 

 

One of the problems with commonly used luminescent or fluorophore probes in 
histology and microscopy imaging is their rapid light emission decay following 
an excitation pulse. Colloidal semiconductors, or quantum dots (QDs), are 
single crystal nanoparticle whose size and shape can be closely controlled 
(Medintz, et al., 2005; Michalet, et al., 2005, So, et al., 2006; Frangioni, 2006).  
The size controls their absorption and emission and they have been designed to 
show prolonged light emission decay time. When a QD is linked to a 
biomolecule it can be used as a probe in a tissue section or in-vivo using a light 
capture imaging platform.  The pharmaceutical probe emits a characteristic 
wavelength of light upon absorbance of an excitation pulse (light/laser or other 
source). The decay of the signal is markedly persistent from that of a fluorophore 
tagged with the same probe as seen in the dual probe cell images in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. Top panel: A dual stained cell with a QD probe staining f nuclear structures (red) and fast 
fading fluoroprobes (green) staining cytoplasmic structures. Bottom panel: the probes are reversed 
with the QD labeling the cytoplasmic structures and the fluoroprobe labeling nuclear structures. 
Source: courtesy of Igor Medintz,(2005), Center for Bio/Molecular Science and Engineering, US Naval 
Research Laboratory, Washington, DC. 

 

QDs can be synthesized from a variety of semiconductor materials, i.e. CdSe, 
CdS, CdTe, InAs, PbSe, and more. A detailed review of the QD technology, 
their synthesis and light emitting properties, was published in 2005 by 
Michalet. QDs have a unique size dependent property of releasing specific 
wavelengths of light in the near infrared (>700 nm) when an incident 
wavelength of light by a tuned laser at another wavelength excites the 
nanoparticle. QDs are being used in multiple probes for tissue microscopy, 
especially confocal microscopy, for imaging structures deep into tissue or are 
in a flow situation. And are now being explored for in-vivo imaging of surface 
structures and tumors in nude mice. QDs do produce strong background 
autofluorescence, have self-absorption, and significant light loss by tissue 
scatter of emitted photons.  Figure 11 depicts a cartoon of a QD in tissue with 
an incident light excitation and the resultant emission scatter.  A graph of 
excitation energy spectra versus the unique emission wavelength of the QD is 
also shown.  The tunable QD emission color characteristics are principally 
based upon the nanoparticle size and they typically range from 2 to 9.5 nm. 
The emission light ranges from 400 to 1350 nm with each emission peak 
having a full width at half maxima of about 30-50 nm. 
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Figure 11.  Tunable quantum dots (QDs) for optical imaging. A. An idealized quantum dot that may 
target a biologic entity uniquely can be tagged with a reporter or receptor-binding entity (i.e., DNA, 
iRNA proteins, Mabs, peptides, other binding entities). The QD does require external illumination to 
have an emission line. Panel B is the incident excitation spectra (sloping line) and the resulting unique 
photopeak of the QD (30-50 nm FWHM) and, Panel C, examples of the emission colors which are 
dependent on the QD core size between 2-9.5 nm . Emission wavelengths range from 400 to 1300 
nm. Source: courtesy of J. Rao, Stanford University, Molecular Imaging Laboratory, Stanford, CA 

 
Little incident light is available for QD excitation at non-superficial locations. 
New QD designs are trifunctional having tags of light-emitting products such as 
luciferase (LUC8) and the high affinity probe for localizing the QD complex 
and a means of auto-excitation.  The binding portion of a QD complex to a 
receptor can trigger the bioluminescent complex to excite the associated QD 
due to separation distances and the QD becomes the energy acceptor from the 
donor luciferase light (rather than external visualization of the luciferase) and 
the QD becomes activated emitting its own signature wavelength. Trifunctional 
structures allow QDs to work without the need for an external (ex-vivo) 
excitation source (laser). This new technology is called BRET, or 
Bioluminescence Resonance Energy Transfer, which has excellent potential to 
allow for deep tissue in-vivo excitation of QDs and detection via specific 
wavelength directed laparoscopy or other techniques.  BRET, or self- 
illuminating QDs, is described in Figure 12 (So, et al., 2006; Frangioni, 2006). DR
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Figure 12. BRET technologies are potentially useful for obtaining higher energy QD emission 
than from luciferase itself.  Deep in-vivo tissue excitation of QDs from non external laser 
excitation is the main advantage of BRET QD probes. Source:  Courtesy of J. Rao, Stanford 
University, Molecular Imaging Laboratory, Stanford, CA 

 

o The Skeletal Framework and Systems-Related Functions 

Bones are one “system” in the body that is not only responsible for structural 
support for the entire body and hematopoietic origins, but also for attachment of, 
and flexibility of, the multiple neural-controlled muscular elements for fine and 
gross motor activities. Bone can be imaged in-vivo via CT, MR, X-ray, US and 
various nuclear probe methods where each probe reports different bone properties 
and metabolic behavior.  Bone exists as a protein-rich composite material, mainly 
of type I collagen, with what can be termed “nanoglobules” of inorganic 
hydroxyapatite (De Bruyn, et al., 1970). The bone surface is a highly vascularized 
periosteum which is physically connected to the general body circulation via a 
continuum of endovascular epithelial elements (Schneider, 2013; Grüneboom; et 
al., 2019). DR
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White blood cells (WBCs), platelets (and their parent megakaryocytes), and 
erythrocytes are all formed by hematopoietic stem cells sequestered in the interior 
endosteum of the bone (the marrow; BM).  Each of these cell types are able to 
migrate rapidly from the BM and reach the general circulation. To achieve this 
rapid systems integration, a very effective communication between the endosteal 
BM vascular system and external circulation exists.  Emergency medicine has 
used this connectivity for years.  Learned under warfare conditions as a way to 
rapidly deliver fluids and analgesics, direct intra-osseous infusion has been a 
useful emergency medicine technique when peripheral venous access is difficult 
(Grüneboom, et al., 2019). Pharmacokinetically, intra-osseous infusions have been 
shown to be indistinguishable from intravenous injections with respect to 
differences in pharmacokinetic parameter estimates.  Mice, as an animal model of 
such observations, given intratibial injections show the same rapidly distributed 
systemic kinetics. The way in which blood enters and leaves long bones, however, 
is still not well understood.  Grüneboom examined the distribution of blood 
vessels in murine long bones using a variety of imaging techniques including 
novel light-sheet fluorescence microscopy (LSFM; Klingberg, et al., 2013) and X-
ray microscopy (XRM; Hanke, et al. 2008), and TPLSM (confocal/two-photon 
laser scanning microscopy) imaging (Stelzer; 2013).  
 
Grüneboom’s group showed that murine long bones are supplied by 
approximately 16 nutrient arteries and the presence of a central sinus with two exit 
sites. In addition, they observed hundreds of capillaries crossing throughout the 
cortical bone perpendicularly and forming connections between the endosteal and 
periosteal circulations (trans cortical vessels; TCVs) that serve as either arterioles 
or venules.  They observed over 80% of arterial and near 60% of venous blood 
flow in long bones transits via these TCVs.  Diseases, and insults like radiation, 
can seriously affect bone physiology and system-required blood flow 
communications via substantial changes in TCV numbers and transit control 
change via such as narrowing by fibrin or intrinsic coagulopathies. An interesting 
observation is the presence of osteoclasts at branching points within existing 
TCVs which likely modulate the core TCVs diameters in the bone.  Blood flow of 
the central sinus can be grossly measured via flow techniques of MR imaging DR
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(MRI via flow weighted or contrast enhanced angiography, Moyer, BR, et al., 
2014) but is not measurable via the technique of intravital TPLSM used to ascribe 
TCV anatomy and functional cell transits.  Thus, blood flow can be calculated 
using NA influx, arterial TCV (trans-cortical arteries) influx and TCV-based 
blood effusion. TCVs show either arterial or venous features by staining using 
CD31/Sca-1 double staining, genomic signal pathways, endothelial marker 
diversity expression (PECAM-1, vWf, and CD34), blood flow stressor physics, 
and TCVs also form continuous networks with vessels within the BM (Schneider, 
et al., 2002; Muller, et al., 2002; Chi, et al., 2007; Ramasamy et al., 2016; 
Williams, et al., 2017).  The average TCV diameter averages close to 11 µm.  The 
C57BL/6J mouse tibiae contain over 900 of these vessels. TCV diameters were 
found not to vary based on different methods of analyses, and they average ~50% 
of the size of BM sinusoids. 
 
Pharmacologic or physiologic modulation of osteoclasts via genetic or drug-
mediated techniques may be critical ways to influence total TCV numbers and 
control several connected intra-organ systems. Evidence now supports what has 
been found in mice as to a similar direct connection between bone marrow 
sinusoids (marrow) and the aggregate peripheral circulation. TCVs in human long 
bones likely are a key to maintaining a fully functional circulatory system and will 
be exploitable via pharmacologic and genetic modulators. 
 
A systems-wide physical change to TCVs can occur via radiation injury. 
Grüneboom’s group showed murine bone marrow obtained from C57BL/6JRj 
donor female mice (7–12-week-old), flushed out of the tibia and femur with sterile 
PBS, can be re-suspended in sterile PBS.  They broke up microaggregates by 
passing the suspension through a 70 μm strainer to remove fragments. Prior to 
injection, cells were centrifuged for 10 min at 1,200 rpm and re-suspended in PBS 
to give a final concentration of 34 million cells/ml. This model is described:  
 

o Model Example:  Murine Bone Injury Radiation Exposure Method:  
o Overnight fasted mice were irradiated with 9.5 Gy (950 Rad) x-ray beam 

(dose rate near 1 Gy/min) before being housed again with ad libitum 
access to food and antibiotic-supplemented water (1:100 ciprofloxacin 
200). Six hours after irradiation, mice were injected intravenous with 5 DR
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million cells in 150 μL of sterile PBS. They were maintained on 
antibiotic water for 2 weeks before being sacrificed 4 weeks after 
irradiation, when bone marrow and bone samples were prepared for 
LSFM, TPLSM and XRM (for anatomy).  

 
o TPLSM Imaging: Characterizing the periosteum circulation - Confocal/two-

photon laser scanning microscopy (TPLSM) 
o Real-time imaging of cellular and sub-cellular dynamics in vascularized 

organs requires image resolution, image-registration, and demonstrably 
intact physiology, all to be simultaneously optimized. In addition, 
imaging flowing cells must be demonstrable at transit speeds > 1 mm/sec 
(Looney, et al., 2011).  TPLSM can be performed with a Leica two-
photon system.  The bone TCV visualization/ quantification methods 
begin by employing EGFP+ cells of female LysM-EGFP mice (7–12 
week-old) and tdTomato+ cells from CatchupIVM-red mice. The 
prepared cells were injected and bone preps excited at 960 nm, at which 
point bone tissue additionally emits a second harmonic generation (SHG) 
signal at 480 nm. Fluorescent cells were detected with specific filters at 
either 525/50 nm (EGFP) or 585/50 nm (tdTomato), and bone tissue SHG 
was detected via a 460/50 nm filter.  
Blood flow can be visualized by intravenous administration of either 1.5 
mg /ml rhodamine dextran (Sigma-Aldrich, cat. no. R9379–100MG) or 1 
µM Qtracker 655 Vascular Labels (Thermo Fisher, cat. no. Q21021MP) 
in a total volume of 100 µl PBS.  Fluorescence was excited at 960 nm and 
detected with either a 585/40 nm (rhodamine dextran) or a 650/50 nm 
(Qtracker 655) filter. Imaging was performed in both resonant and non-
resonant detection mode.  Scan speed was adjusted individually for 
different vessel types, from 600 Hz to 12 kHz.  Neutrophils were 
activated by injecting (intravenous) 100 µg/kg body weight human 
recombinant granulocyte colony stimulating factor (G-CSF; Neupogen, 
Amgen GmbH) reconstituted in PBS. The raw data were reconstructed 
and analyzed using ARIS software (Bitplane; http://www.bitplane.com/ ) 
and ImageJ (https://imagej.net/Citing ) . 

 

 Estimation of cell velocity from TPLSM images 
Grüneboom’s group also provides an excellent walkthrough of how 
erythrocyte velocity can be estimated from scanning microscopy images.  
Regions of interest (ROIs) for quantification were ascribed off of scanning 
microscopy images of blood vessels. ROIs were selected to contain dark DR
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traces left by individual, unlabeled erythrocytes moving with fluorescently 
labelled blood flow in a horizontal direction (parallel to scanning direction). 
Typically, several parallel straight linear traces, either diagonally or 
vertically, can be identified per ROI. The horizontal length, Δxcell, of each 
trace was interpreted as the distance covered by an erythrocyte while being 
scanned over time Δt. Thus, the velocity of the erythrocyte could be 
estimated as 

 

Where, ℓpix is the length of a pixel; Δtrow the time needed by the 
microscope to scan a complete single row of pixels; Δncol and Δnrow the 
number of pixel columns and rows, respectively, spanned by the trace; and 
the slope β = Δnrow ⁄ Δncol of the trace. Thus, we estimated erythrocyte 
velocity from the measurement parameters ℓpix and Δtrow, and the slopes β 
of the traces extracted from the ROIs. 

For each ROI, the slope β was estimated from cross-correlations 

 

of grey-level intensity in pixel columns c and c + Δc at pixel row lags Δr. 
One or more traces induce a maximum of R(Δc, Δr) for Δr ∝ βΔc. 
Moving through a series of Δc allows this maximum of cross-correlation 
to travel through a corresponding series of Δr values. The slope β was 
then computed by a linear least square fit to the series of maximum 
positions (Δc, Δr). 

Total blood flow can be calculated from the estimated cell velocity and 
total cross-sectional area of vessel types defined. Based on total vessel 
numbers per tibia and vessel diameters defined, the total cross-sectional 
area (Atotal) of the vessel types identified was calculated as follows: DR
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A(total) = ( × r 2) × n  

Here, r2 is the squared radius of the vessel type and n is the total number 
of vessel types. 

Given the above methodologies, we can see ways we can bring a systems 
approach via applied quantitative imaging (microscopy) techniques to enumerate 
and quantify transiting cells (and cell types), their flow and modulation by 
vascular endothelial cell properties, importance of the maintenance of bone blood 
flow input and output, and the effects on total circulatory behavior.  

 

III.    Model Based Drug Development: Imaging and Organization 
 

On a practical note, it is important to not see imaging in a vacuum. That is, the 
concepts and principles of imaging in QSP begin with organization-wide skills 
that can adopt imaging as a contributory platform. Modelers and statisticians need 
the interpretations of the imaging scientists and vice versa if the applications of 
imaging are to be meaningful, practical and applicable to the overall goal of a 
systems mapping. Zhang, et al (2010) have provided a “next step” beyond this 
chapter on “Fostering Culture and Optimizing Organizational Structure for 
Implementing Model-Based Drug Development”.   
 
Model-based drug development (MBDD) is a prerequisite to aid in improved 
decision making in using imaging platforms which contribute to the 
pharmacometrics (ie, modeling and simulation [M&S]) for quantitative decision 
making.   Imaging tools should be able to facilitate improved decision making 
with use of probability-based evidence, the utility of a selected imaging 
application (and probe) is rationale, quantitative techniques will add benefit to the 
metrics and not cloud statistical certainties, and, contribute to cross-disciplinary 
collaboration and team ownership of the outcome(s).  An organizational structure 
for MBDD needs to have a dedicated pharmacometrics function (Fan and Lin, 
2013), vision of long-term R&D goals, and be inventive in developing 
collaborative MBDD teams among clinical pharmacologists, animal model DR
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developers, statisticians, pharmacometricians, imaging scientists, physicists, 
contrast/probe chemists, and, of course, clinicians.  Pharmaceutical companies 
with these characteristics are prepared to fully embrace and implement MBDD 
with imaging making substantial contributions to the development and fine tuning 
of System Pharmacology models.  
 
What I would deem important factors that allows “imaging” to be included in 
many MBDD approaches, includes the following (adapted from Zheng, 2010): 
  

o Corporate structure has an acceptance of imaging:  Differentiating 
the stakeholders by acceptance levels and targeting each level with 
the right tactics 

o Decision making includes imaging sciences: Empowering 
pharmacometricians to take responsibility and influence decision 
making and enhancing decisions with probability-based evidence and 
transparent rationale that imaging technologies can bring to MBDD 

o Adoption of imaging platform Impact Metrics: Evidence-based 
abilities of platforms to quantify the impact on drug development 
decisions instead of simply the timely completion of individual 
studies 

o The inclusion of imaging platforms in the Branding: Creating a 
Image-based Platform-Strengthened MBDD brand that emphasizes 
imaging in the cross-disciplinary collaboration and ownership 

 
The Organizational Structure required to bring onboard imaging platforms 

to strengthen MBDD should consider the following:  
 

 The role imaging platforms can play in the Market Positioning: 
Creating senior leadership positions which foster imaging 
technologies as tools to support decisions made form a dedicated 
M&S department 

 Understand the Limitations and Capacity of imaging platforms: 
Continuously include imaging technologies as tools that enhance 
internal technical and scientific expertise, actively participating in 
precompetitive research, balancing quick wins with impact on long-
term R&D goals 

 Emphasize the role imaging platforms can provide in Corporate 
Connectivity: Forming collaborative MBDD teams among pre-DR
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clinical/clinical, imaging scientists/clinicians, statisticians, 
pharmacometricians/modelers, regulatory expectations, and 
marketing needs. 

 
 

IV.     CONCLUDING SUMMARY 
 

This chapter has tried to provide a novel view of imaging platforms and how 
they may be nested into a quantitative systems pharmacology approach of 
model development (incl., MBDD).  The effort hopefully set the stage for the 
Reader to venture to each of the upcoming chapters in this volume which will 
cover specific aspects of imaging platforms in the drug discovery and 
development laboratory and their applications in quantitative systems 
pharmacology drug development   
 
We have discussed several examples of ways to image specific biologic 
processes as well as use of selected biomarkers, but it is an impossible task to 
list or discuss all the possibilities and ideas that are being generated about the 
uses of imaging, or how they can be applied to systems based approaches, as 
such applications are being published faster than any book can compile and 
integrate.  The editors and the authors in this volume recognize the value of 
imaging in drug and biologics and that more use of imaging platforms and 
techniques in QSP, along with approaches using Big Data analytics, in drug 
development is a moving target.  The Editors have created a resource with this 
volume and we are hopeful you will find important and practical imaging and 
computational ideas which move your product(s) towards approval. 

 

The following key points are for you to recall as you explore this book and try to 
understand how imaging fits into QSP and modeling.  Any new imaging 
platform, or any new imaging probe, should be examined under these critically 
important caveats or precepts listed below and inclusion of a platform into a 
QSP approach should weigh the technical contribution in sensitivity, specificity 
and data fidelity, data translatability, non-clinical model fragility in animal to 
human translation, and data transform utility to any model.  These points were 
first outlined in my chapter in “Pharmaco-Imaging in Drug and Biologics DR
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Development” (2014); however, the points are updated in the context of systems 
approach appreciation, deep learning, and Big Data analytics.   
 
The following points are important considerations on image platform inclusion: 

 Biomarkers assessed by imaging essentially fall into four categories: 1) 
predictive, 2) prognostic, 3) diagnostic, and, 4) dosimetric. 
 

 Useful imaging targets or biomarkers need to be causal i.e. they must 
be mechanistically related, plausible, and proximal to a disease 
endpoint to provide accurate, confirmatory, and supportive evidence 
of a therapeutic intervention’s efficacy. 

 
 Biomarkers exploited in imaging can represent biochemical or anatomical 

or pathological process(es) or be representative specific pharmacological 
response(s) to therapeutic intervention 

 
 Biomarkers can serve as surrogate markers or replace a conventional 

clinical endpoint for efficacy and/or toxicity if the linkage is validated 
and the relation defensible 

 
 Biomarkers can accelerate drug development and decision making 

if used appropriately in the right models, species and under the 
appropriate controlled conditions 

 
 Biomarkers can provide a mechanistic bridge between pre-clinical 

study outcomes and clinical trial results 
 

 From a regulatory perspective, biomarker development must be 
validated prior to utilization in a proposed drug development plan 

 
 The Prentice Criteria (Prentiss, 1989; Fleming and DeMets, 2006; 

Campbell, G, 2006), a unifying statistical approach for surrogate marker 
validation, must be satisfied (Wagner, 2006).  That is, a surrogate for a 
true endpoint must yield a valid test of the null hypothesis of no 
association between treatment and the true response. This criterion 
essentially requires the surrogate variable to ‘capture’ any relationship 
between the treatment and the true endpoint.  Thus, outcomes that make 
“sense” should require predictions based upon network models of 
biomarkers and their clinical covariates.  
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 It is becoming clear that future clinical endpoints will most likely 
not be solely univariate (single outcomes or single biomarker 
reads) but rather composite endpoints and a multivariate approach 
 

 Clinical medicine needs better ways to measure individual responses in 
pivotal clinical trials rather than simple mean analysis, perhaps using 
biomarker probes will be beneficial 

 
 Biomarker use in medical practice may help create individualized, i.e. 

personalized, medicine, and the regulatory process is a critical 
consideration where the hurdles are more likely with the label 
constraints (Woodcock, 1997) 

 
 Imaging is one of a diversity of techniques to measure regional 

biomarkers. Physical properties, metabolism, pharmacokinetic and 
pharmacodynamic responses, and physiologic status can all be 
measured now with high resolution, minimal intervention, and high 
predictive clinical value., and, 

 
 Lastly, non-clinical and clinical imaging platform may not, and are 

likely to not, provide equivalent outcomes.  One must consider the 
imaging equivalence (animal to human translation) across species in 
drug and biologic development is a measure of the imaging physics, the 
product and probe chemistry, and the species translational fidelity. The 
FDA has introduced the revised Animal Rule CFR (FDA, 2015) of 
testing and qualification for approval of agents or drugs or biologics that 
cannot be tested in humans but the utility of understanding the 
limitations animal model systems may be an important added benefit 
from examining these new Guidance documents. 
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Appendix __.1.  Selected Biomarkers and Interventional Probes Useful In Imaging1
 

Biomarkers / Imaging Targets 
(used in drug development) 

Tracer or Probe Imaging 
Modality 

Suggested 
Citations 
(see the 
full ref 
listing) 

Sugar and Lipid metabolism: 
> cancer chemo/radiation therapy 
> cardiac metabolism 

 
 

> brain metabolism/flow 
> lung cancer (SSTR+) 
> pancreatic cancer 
>Brain chemistry 
>HDL and LDL metabolism 
>Free Fatty Oxidation Rates 

18F FDG 
- 

18F FDG 
11C palmitate ; 11C-choline 

 
13N ammonia/ 82Rb 9 9 m Tc 
Depreotide  
6 8 Ga DOTA-NOC or 18F DOPA 
99mTc HDL and LDL 
1 1 C acetate 

PET 
MR T2 
PET 
PET 

 
PET 

 
SPECT 
PET 
SPECT 
PET 

Phelps; 
Valk; 
Huang, 

Blood flow (vascular): 
> BOLD signal –oxygenated Hgb 
>cardiac and brain perfusion 

 
> vascular obstruction/aneurysms 
> Blood cells or labeled albumin 

 
>apoptosis 
>stroke/hypoxia 

 
 

82Rb, 15O H20; 13Nl 11C,   
13N ammonia 
99mTc ECD *Neurolite® 
Gd contrast; Fe –nanoparticles 
1 1 1 In oxine; 99mTc HMPAO 
9 9 m Tc Annexin V 
ADC change 

 
PET 
fMRI (@ 
3T2   

PET 
SPECT 

 
MR 
SPECT 

 
MR 

 
Ferris 

 
 
 
 

Schlaug 
Krohn, 
Corbett 

Cardiac: 
> glucose metabolism 
>perfusion 

 
>fatty acid metabolism 
> cationic pumps 

 
 
 

> acetylcholinesterase 

 
18F FDG 
82Rb, 15O-H20; 13N ammonia 
11C choline and palmitate 
123I- BMIPP; a n d  1 2 4 I 
99mTc – Sestamibi 
9 9 m Tc-Tetrofosmin 
99mTc-furifosmin (Q12) 
2 0 1 Tl 
11C-Edrophonium 
1 1 C -Pyridostigmine 

 
PET 
PET 

 
SPECT; PET 
SPECT 
SPECT 
SPECT 
SPECT 
PET 

 
Phelps; 

 
 
 

Machac 
Machac 

 
Machac 

DNA synthesis 18F-FLT 
11C- FMAU 
7 6 Br-BFU 

PET Lu 

Inflammation/Infection: 
Neutrophil elastase 
White blood cells 
Neuroinflammation 
HIV 
Cell labeling (white blood cells)  
Generalized/focal Infections 

 
Apatamer interference 
1 1 1 In-oxine 

 
 

  Various. Incl BLI.QD     
1 8 F - FDG/ FLT 

 
SPECT 
SPECT 
SPECT/PET 
PET 
SPECT/PET/BLI 
PET 

 
Charlton 
Sinha 
Deyton 
Esposito 

 Golding/ 
Loutsios 

Van 
Waarde 

Muscarinic receptor: 
M2 

 
18F- FP TZTP 

 
PET 

 
Eckelman DR
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Dopamine transporters:  
11C- Cocaine 

 
PET 

 
Eckelman 

Dopaminergic/Serotonin: 
D2 receptor 

 
15O- U91356a 
11C- Raclopride 
1 1 C ß-CFT 
11C- ß-CIT 
1 1 C ß-CNT 

 
PET 

 
Eckelman 

Dopamine metabolism: 
D1 receptor 

 
15O SKF82958 

 
PET 

 
Eckelman 

Benzodiazepine receptor:  
15O- Lorazepam 

 
PET 

 
Eckelman 

NMDA receptor (dopamine release):  
11C- Raclopride 

 
PET 

 
Eckelman 

5-HT1A receptor:  
11C- NMSP 
18F- FCWAYS 

 
PET 

 
Eckelman 
Eckelman 

5-HT2A receptor 18F-Setoperone PET Eckelman 

Neurologic disease: 
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD): 
Aβ-amyloid 

 
Neuroinflammation 

Glioma 

Pheochromocytomas  

Multiple Sclerosis 

 
18F-FDG; 1 1 C- PIB; 
1 8 F - AMYViD;  
18F-FDDNP; 
 Fe accumulation  
1 1 C-Arachidonic acid  
ADC change (with contrast) 
18F- FDG 
123I-/124 I-MIBG 

 
ADC changes 

PET 

PET,MR T2 

MR 

PET 

SPECT/PET 

MR 

Klunk 
Sossi 
Esposito 

Bone: 
>density/ metastases 

 
>marrow cellularity 

NaF (18F); 18F-FLT 111 

111In-HPAMO WBCs 
Diffusion weighted MR 
18F- FDG. 18F-FLT 

 
CT; PET 

 
SPECT 
MR 
PET 

 

Cancer and Tumor Hypoxia: 
>Hypoxia: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Glioblastomas 

Prostate 

 
18F FMISO 
Other nitroimidazoles: FAZA, 

FETA, FETNIM, EF3, EF5, 
IAZA; 6 4 Cu-ATSM: 
O2-sensitive MR contrast 
BOLD agents: 
--- perfluorotributylamine, 
---hexafluorobenzene, 
--- hexomethyldisiloxane, 
--- trifluoroethoxy-MISO 
lactate MRS as a consequence of 
hypoxia: 
--- O2-line width sensitivity 

1 8 F- FDG 
123I-/124I- MIBG 
1 2 3 I-MIP-1095 

 
PET 

 
 
 
 

MR 
 
 
 
 
 

MRI, NIR,BLI 
ESR 
PET 
PET 
SPECT 

 
Krohn 
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Pheochromocytoma 
Matrix metalloproteinases 

 
 

Luciferase-PET probes (for mice) 

 
11C- Me-CGS 27023A 
11C-Me-halo-CGS 27023A 
11C- Biphenylsulfonamide 

 
11C- D-luciferin methyl ester 
1 1 C-D-luciferin methyl ether 

 
PET 
PET and BLI 
PET 

 
PET / BLI 
PET/ BLI 

 

Renal function: 
>Renal stones 
>renal flow 
>tubular secretion 

 
contrast 
99mTc- inulin 
1 1 1 In-DTPA 

 
CT; MR 
SPECT 
SPECT 

 

Bowel function: 
>obstruction/ torsion/ transit time 
>appendicitis 
> diffusion weighted MR 

 
x-ray (with contrast), CT 
In-111 WBCs, peptides 
DW-MR 

 
CT, US 
SPECT, PET, 
CT, US, MR 

 

Hepatic function: 
>biliary flow 

 
99mTc- HYNIC-GC 

 
SPECT 

 

Genitourinary function/cancers: 
>cervical cancer 
>prostate cancer 

 
64Cu- DOTA-Cetuximab 

 
PET 

 
Anderson 

Lung function/cancers: 
>fibrosis 
> ventilation 
> SSTR+ lung cancer 

(ROI scoring; HU measures) 
68Ga-agents 
133Xe, 99mTc-MAA 

64Cu-TETA-octrotide 

 
CT 
SPECT 
PET 

 

   Desogere 

Vascular disease and function: 
> LDL 
> DVT (deep vein thrombosis) and 
Pulmonary embolism 
>Aneurysms 
>Angiography/Venography 
>GI flow/distortions 
>> Thrombosis 

 
Gd-DTPA-SA-LDL 
99mTc- IIbIIIa receptor 
antagonists 
Gd-MS-325/ vascular contrast 
- x-ray contrast 
- microbubbles 
-  systems approaches 

 
MR 
SPECT
/PET 

 
MR 
CT 
US 
inclusive 

 
 

Taillefer; 
Bates; 
Diamond 

Abbreviations: NIR: near infrared, BLI: bioluminescent imaging; ESR: electron spin resonance; OI and QD: 

optical and quantum dot; PET: positron emission tomography; SPECT: single photon emission computed 
tomography; CT: computed tomography; Planar: single projection nuclear image; US: ultrasound; MR: 
magnetic resonance; fMR: functional MR using the BOLD (Blood Oxygen Level Dependent) 

1. The listing is not meant to be exhaustive and does not intentionally exclude other innovative probes 
2. 3T: 3 Tesla (3T) magnetic field strength required 
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APPENDIX 1B.  (adapted from Ghasemi, et al., 2016) 
 
   Imaging Modalities, Properties of Images, Systems Applications and System Limitations 
Imaging Modality                                        Spatial  Resolution              Imaging       Depth            Imaging Probes                                                     Key Utilization 
                                                                                                                    Time     (Penetration)     Molecular Probes 

 Multi- photon microscopy (MPM)                          15-1000 nm               secs            - (n/a)           fluorescent proteins, rhodamine                   visualize cell structures 
                                                                                                                                                             Amide, quantum dots 
Atomic Force microscopy   (AFM)                          10-20 nm                  mins            - (n/a)            intermolecular forces                                   cell surface properties/structures 
 
Electron Microscopy                                                 0.1-3 nm                   secs             - (n/a)          cryofixation/x-ray diffraction                       cell structures; cell anatomy 
Ultrasound (US)                                                       50um -0.3 mm           sec              mm-cm        nanoparticles; microbubbles; interfaces       fetal in utero imaging; murine tumors; 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Aneurysms, vascular anomalies 
Computed tomography (CT)   Preclin systems          10-500 um               min           full body          iodine contrast, barium; air (distention)     general anatomy  
                                                 Clinical systems       0.5 – 1 mm                min           full body         same                                                            lung, bone, cardiac; cancer      
MRI (magnetic resonance)      Preclin                       3-100 um               min-hr         full body          Gd, Dy, Mn, iron oxide, SPIOs,                  anatomical, water state in tissues 
                             Alternative:  7-10T systems          sub mm                 min-hr          full body           same 
                                                 Clinical                      ~2 mm                   min-hr         full body            same    
fMRI (functional MR/BOLD)                                    ~ 1 mm                 sec-min        brain               oxygen state of Hgb                                     regional brain blood flow  
 
MRS (magnetic resonance spectroscopy)                   ~ 2 mm                   sec             chem assay      creatine, citrate, NAA, choline                  metabolism/ metabolite changes in situ 
 
PET (positron emission tomography)  Preclin            ~1-2 mm                min              full body        FDG, C-11, N-13, Ga-68, Cu-64, O-15       metabolic imaging 
                                                                                                                                                                 Multiple chemical entities 
                                                      Clinical                   5-7 mm                 min              full body         same 
SPECT (single photon tomography)   Preclin              1-2 mm                  min             full body        Tc-99m, I-131, In-111, Ga-67, Tl-201, more    metabolic imaging 
                                                      Clinical                  7-10 mm               min              full body         same  
Optical Fluorescence (OFI)                                          2-3 mm                sec-min        < 1 cm            Peptides, integrins, MMPs, caspases, more      cancer diagnostics 
Optical Bioluminescence (OBI)                                   3-5 mm                sec-min         1-2 cm           luciferase, QDs, luminol, others                     gene expression; cell tracking 
Raman Scatter imaging (RSI)                                         mm                    min-days      ~ 5 mm           nanoprobes labeled with gold or silica            oligonucleotides 
Photoacoustic imaging (PAI)                                       0.01 -1 mm           sec-min         ~ 5 mm         nanoparticles and nanocages                           blood oxygenation; flow 
Intravital microscopy  (IVM)                                          1 um                   sec-days     400-800 um    photo-labeled proteins; fluorochromes           skin; endoscopy (in development)    
Fluorescent reflective imaging (FRI)                             1 mm                 sec-min         < 1 cm          photo-labeled proteins; fluorochromes           rapid screen; surface based disease 
Fluorescent mediated tomography (FMT)                       1 mm                 min                2-3 cm         near-IR; fluorochromes                                   quantitative imaging/”smart” drugs 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
    Terms:    BOLD: blood oxygen level dependent;  NAA:   N-Acetyl-Aspartate;   MMPs:  matrix metalloproteins;   QDs:  Quantum dots;  near-IR:  near Infrared wavelengths;  
Gd:  gadolinium;  Dy: dysprosium, Mn: Manganese;  SPIOs: small particle iron oxide;  Hgb: hemoglobin;  FDG: fluorodeoxyglucose   
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